
A PRIORI BOUNDS FOR SOME
INFINITELY RENORMALIZABLE QUADRATICS:

I. BOUNDED PRIMITIVE COMBINATORICS

JEREMY KAHN

Abstract. We prove the a priori bounds for infinitely renormal-
izable quadratic polynomials for which we can find an infinite se-
quence of primitive renormalizations for which the ratios of the
periods of successive renormalizations is bounded.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Statement of the main result. In this paper, we will prove
a priori bounds for infinitely renormalizable quadratic polynomials of
bounded primitive type. Let us begin with recalling some basic defini-
tions of the holomorphic renormalization theory. Most of them can be
found in any source on the subject, see [L3, L2, McM1].

A quadratic polynomial f : z ÞÑ z2` c is called primitively renormal-
izable with period p if there exist topological disks V Ţ U Q 0 such that
fp:U Ñ V is a quadratic-like map with connected Julia set, and the
domains fnU , n “ 0, 1, . . . , p´ 1 are pairwise disjoint. This quadratic-
like map is called a renormalization of f . If there is an infinite sequence
of periods p0 ă p1 ă . . . such that f is primitively pk-renormalizable
then f is called infinitely primitively renormalizable. If additionally,
there exists a B such that pk`1{pk ď B, k “ 0, 1, . . . , then f is called
infinitely primitively renormalizable of bounded type. Such a map has a
priori bounds if there exists an ε ą 0 and a sequence of quadratic-like
renormalizations fpk :Uk Ñ Vk such that modpVk r Ukq ě ε.

Main Theorem. Let f be an infinitely primitively renormalizable qua-
dratic polynomial of bounded type. Then f has a priori bounds.

In the forthcoming notes [KL2], we will prove a priori bounds for a
class of infinitely renormalizable maps of unbounded type.

For real quadratics of bounded type a priori bounds were proved by
Sullivan [S], see also [LS, LY, MS]. They were also proved for a class
of complex combinatorics of “high bounded type” [L1].

1.2. Consequences. The a priori bounds have numerous consequences.
Let us list some of them (below fc: c ÞÑ z2 ` c stands for an infinitely
primitively renormalizable quadratic polynomial of bounded type):

‚ The Mandelbrot set is locally connected at c, or equivalently, the
polynomial fc is combinatorially rigid (see [L1]). The conjecture
of local connectivity of the Mandelbrot set (the MLC Conjec-
ture) formulated about 20 years ago by Douady and Hubbard
(see [DH1]) is a central open problem in holomorphic dynamics.
Previously, it was established for all quadratic maps which are
not infinitely renormalizable (Yoccoz, see [H]) and for the class
of infinitely renormalizable maps of high type mentioned above
(see [L1]).

‚ The Julia set Jpfcq is locally connected (see [HJ, J]).
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‚ The Feigenbaum-Coullet-Tresser Renormalization Conjecture is
valid for primitive combinatorics. This conjecture was estab-
lished in the work of Sullivan [S], McMullen [McM2] and Lyu-
bich [L2] assuming a priori bounds (and thus, unconditionally,
for real maps). Now, these results become unconditional for
arbitrary primitive combinatorics.

‚ Universality and Hairiness of the Mandelbrot set at c. These
properties were conjectured by Milnor [M] and proved in [L2]
for maps with a priori bounds.

‚ The Basic Trichotomy for the measure and Hausdorff dimen-
sion of the Julia set Jpfcq which was established in [AL] for
maps with a priori bounds.

1.3. Outline of the proof. We will now give a brief top-down outline
of the proof of the Main Theorem.

General strategy: improving of the lengths of the hyperbolic geodesics.
Let Kn be the filled Julia set of the renormalization fpn : Un Ñ Vn,

Kn “

pn´1
ď

i“0

f ipKnq,

and let γn be the peripheral hyperbolic geodesic in CrKn going around
Kn. The a priori bounds are equivalent to the assertion that the hy-
perbolic lengths of the γn are bounded. Our strategy towards this end
is to show that if the length of some γn gets long then it was even longer
before: There exist M ą 0 and l ą 0 such that

(1.1) |γn| ąM ñ |γn´l| ą 2M.

Localization “in principle”. The immediate and obvious difficulty in
proving (1.1) is that the number of components of Kn grows exponen-
tially with n, and of course is unbounded as n goes to infinity. While
there has been some success in handling an unbounded number of com-
ponents, there is certainly a vast advantage to working with a bounded
number, and this paper is able to make a major step forward with the
help of such a localization.

The central idea is that, while n is unbounded, l is bounded, and,
because we assume pk`1{pk ď B (for all k), the number of components
of Kn that are surrounded by γn´l is at most Bl. Moreover, if we let
fn´l ” fpn´l :Un´l Ñ Vn´l be a renormalization of period pn´l of f , then
this fn´l is renormalizable of period pn{pn´l, and the small Julia sets
for this renormalization are exactly the components of Kn surrounded
by γn´l.
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With this in mind, we will first state and prove a theorem about
a primitively renormalizable quadratic-like map that will be closely
related to (1.1). Before we do so, we will introduce some notation.
Suppose that f :U Ñ V is a quadratic-like map that is primitively p-
renormalizable. We let K ” Kpfq be the filled-Julia set for f . We let
Kp ” Kppfq be the union of small filled-Julia sets for this renormaliza-
tion, and Kp be the central small filled-Julia set. We let γ be the closed
geodesic in V r K that goes around K, and let γp be the hyperbolic
geodesic in V rKp that goes around Kp.

Theorem 1.2. There exists ε ą 0, such that for all p there exists M :
Suppose that f is a quadratic-like map that is primitively p-renormalizable.
Then, with the notation described just above,

(1.3) lpγpq ąM ùñ lpγq ě εp lpγpq.

Now suppose f in Theorem 1.2 is the renormalization fn´l described
above, and Vn´l is taken to be “pretty large”, and let q “ pn{pn´k.
Then the γq for the f in Theorem 1.2 is a “good approximation” of
the γn for the original f , and the γ for the f in Theorem 1.2 is a
“good approximation” of the γn´l for the original f . We can choose
q large but bounded, and (1.1) would follow from (1.3) if these “good
approximations” were actually equalities.

To make them equalities we introduce (in Section 8) the pseudo-
quadratic-like map and the canonical renormalization. A pseudo-quadratic-
like map pi, fq: U Ñ V is a generalization of a quadratic-like map
where the inclusion from U to V is replaced by an immersion i that
has certain properties that imply the (multivalued) f ˝i´1 has a (single-
valued) quadratic-like restriction. We can then, given our original qua-
dratic polynomial f , define, for each n, the canonical renormalization
fn: Un Ñ Vn (really pin, fnq but we will suppress the in here), which
will be a pseudo-quadratic-like map. Then, given n and l ă n, and
letting q “ pn{pn´l, we’ll see that fn´l has two crucial properties:

(1) The geodesic γ around Kpfn´lq in Vn´l r Kpfn´lq has length
equal to γn´l.

(2) fn´l is renormalizable of period q, and the geodesic γq (for fn´l)
around Kqpfn´lq in Vn´l rKqpfn´lq has length greater than or
equal to the length of γnpfq.

In Section 9, we then extend Theorem 1.2 to pseudo-quadratic-like
maps, and (1.1) and our Main Theorem then follow.

Canonical weighted arc diagrams. Let us now briefly discuss the
proof of Theorem 1.2. In Section 2 we develop the theory of the canon-
ical weighted arc-diagram, which describes the “thin rectangles” of large
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modulus which we will then use to estimate |γp| as the sum of extremal
widths of thin rectangles in V rKp crossed by γp. .

Roughly speaking, the canonical weighted-arc diagram is

Wcan “
ÿ

W pαqα,

where the α are arcs1 in V r Kp represented by paths crossing the
thin rectangles and the W pαq are their widths. Holomorphic maps
between Riemann surfaces, such as covering and inclusions, then induce
relations between their canonical WAD’s; these relations are described
in Section 2. The most subtle of these relations is domination, which
describes the relation between the canonical WAD’s between Riemann
surfaces U Ă V , and encodes the parallel and series laws for extremal
length.

In Section 3 we reduce Theorem 1.2 to a similar statement expressed
in terms of the canonical WAD of V rKp, and then provide an outline
of how to use the functorial properties of the canonical WAD (and the
Covering Lemma[KL1], which is applied in Section 7) to reduce that
statement, in turn, to a purely combinatorial one, which is proven in
Sections 5 and 6, using the background in Section 4.

1.4. Terminology and Notation. We let:
N “ t1, 2, . . . u be the set of natural numbers; Zě0 “ NY t0u;
D “ tz : |z| ă 1u be the unit disk, Tr “ tz : |z| “ ru, T “ T1;
Apr, Rq “ tz : r ă |z| ă Ru.

A topological disk means a simply connected domain in some Rie-
mann surface S. We will say a subset K of C is an FJ-set (“filled Julia
set”) if K is compact, connected, and full.

1.5. Acknowledgment. This paper was written in collaboration with
Mikhail Lyubich following the mathematical work of the author. The
primary result for this paper will be combined with the main result
of a subsequent paper of Mikhail Lyubich and the author to form one
result that is the goal of the series of papers of which this paper is the
first.

This work has been partially supported by the Clay Mathematics
Institute and the Simons Foundation. Part of it was done during the
author’s visit to the IMS at Stony Brook and the Fields Institute in
Toronto. The author is thankful to these Institutions and Founda-
tions.

1An arc is a non-trivial homotopy class of properly embedded paths.
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2. Canonical weighted arc diagram

2.1. Arc diagrams. Let S be a hyperbolic open Riemann surface of
finite topology without cusps. It is conformally equivalent to the in-
terior of a compact Riemann surface S with non-empty boundary.2

The boundary of S is called the ideal boundary of S. It is canonically
attached to S in the sense that any conformal isomorphism S Ñ S 1

extends to a homeomorphism S Ñ S1.
A path in some topological space Z is an embedded interval γ: I Ñ Z.

It is called open, closed, or semiclosed depending on the nature of I.
An open path γ: p0, 1q Ñ S is called proper if it extends to a closed
path γ: r0, 1s Ñ S such that γt0, 1u Ă BS. Two proper paths γ0 and γ1

in S are called properly homotopic if there is a homotopy γt, t P r0, 1s,
connecting γ0 to γ1 through a family of proper paths.3

An arc on S is a class of properly homotopic paths, α “ rγs. An arc
is called trivial if it has representing paths γ: I Ñ S in arbitrary small
neighborhoods of BS. Let ApSq stand for the set of all non-trivial arcs
on S.

Two different arcs are said to be non-crossing if they can be repre-
sented by non-crossing paths. An arc diagram is a family of pairwise
non-crossing arcs αi. Note that any arc diagram consists of at most
3|χpSq| arcs, where χpSq is the Euler characteristic of S.

A weighted arc diagram (WAD) on S is an arc diagram a “ tαiu
endowed with weights wi P R`. In this case, the arc diagram a is called
the support of W .4 Let WpSq stand for the set of WAD’s on S.

The set WpSq is partially ordered: X ď Y is Xpαq ď Y pαq for any
α P suppX. We will also write X ď Y ` c if Xpαq ď Y pαq ` c for any
α P suppX.

The sum of two WAD’s, X ` Y , is well defined whenever any two
arcs α P suppX and β P suppY are either the same or non-crossing.
The difference X ´ Y is always well defined if we let pX ´ Y qpαq “ 0
wheneverXpαq ď Y pαq. Similarly, X´c is well defined for any constant
c ě 0.

We will make use of two norms on the space of WAD’s:

}W }8 “ sup
αPA

W pαq; }W }1 “
ÿ

αPA
W pαq.

2In what follows, all Riemann surfaces are assumed to be of this type, unless
otherwise is explicitly stated.

3Note that this homotopy is automatically isotopy.
4We can also think of a WAD as a function ApSq Ñ R` supported on some arc

diagram.
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If f :U Ñ V is a holomorphic covering between two Riemann surfaces
then there is a natural pull-back operation f˚:WpV q Ñ WpUq acting
on the WAD’s.

A proper lamination F on S is a Borel set Z Ă S explicitly realized
as a union of disjoint proper paths called the leaves of F . Any proper
lamination5 can be written F “

Ť

αFpαq, where Fpαq comprises the
leaves of F that represent α. The arcs α P A for which Fpαq is non-
empty assemble an arc diagram. Let us weight each of these arcs with
the weight WFpαq equal to the extremal width WpFpαqq of the sub-
lamination Fpαq (viewed as a path family). In this way we obtain the
WAD WF “

ř

αWFpαq ¨ α corresponding to F .
Note that if f :U Ñ V is a holomorphic covering between two Rie-

mann surfaces and F is a proper lamination on V then f˚pFq is a
proper lamination on U and Wf˚pFq “ f˚pWFq.

Weighted arc diagrams that are WF for some proper lamination F
are called valid.

2.2. Canonical WAD. Let us consider the universal covering π:DÑ
int S. Let Γ be the Fuchsian group of deck transformations of π, and
let Λ Ă T be its limit set. Since S has non-empty boundary, Λ is a
Cantor set. Moreover, π extends continuously onto Ŝ “ D̄ r Λ, and
the restriction of π to any component I of BŜ is a universal covering
onto some component I of BS.

Let us pick two components, I “ J , of BŜ. The disk D with these two
intervals as horizontal sides determines a quadrilateral QpI, Jq. This
quadrilateral can be conformally uniformized, φ:QpI, Jq Ñ Qpaq, by a
standard quadrilateral Qpaq “ r0, as ˆ r0, 1s in such a way that I and
J correspond to the horizontal sides of Qpaq. The vertical foliation
FpI, Jq on QpI, Jq is the φ-pullback of the standard vertical foliation
on Qpaq.

Assume now that a ą 2, and let us cut off from Qpaq two side squares,
r0, 1sˆr0, 1s and ra´1, asˆr0, 1s. We call the left-over rectangle Qcanpaq,
and we let QcanpI, Jq “ φ´1pQcanpaqq. The side quadrilaterals that we
have cut off from QpI, Jq are called its buffers.

Let FcanpI, Jq be the restriction of FpI, Jq to QcanpI, Jq. Obviously,
for any deck transformation γ P Γ, we have:

(2.1) FcanpγpIq, γpJqq “ γpFcanpI, Jqq.

Lemma 2.2. The rectangles QcanpI, Jq are pairwise disjoint.

5In what follows, all laminations under consideration are assumed to be proper.
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I

J

FcanpI, Jq
φ

Qpaq

Figure 2.1. The canonical foliation

Proof. Let us consider two rectangles, Q ” QpI, Jq and Q1 ” QpI 1, J 1q.
Then we can find one interval from each pair, say J and J 1, such that
J ‰ J 1 (so J X J 1 “ H), and such that there is a component T of
T´ pJ Y J 1q such that T X pI Y I 1q “ H.

We let B be the buffer of QpI, Jq that has a horizontal side (which
is a subset of J) that shares an endpoint with T ; we define B1 likewise.
Then if any vertical leaf γ of FcanpI, Jq crossed any vertical leaf γ1 of
FcanpI

1, J 1q, then every vertical leaf of B would cross every vertical leaf
of B1. This would contradict Lemma 10.6. �

This lemma allows us to define the canonical lamination FcanpŜq as
the union of the laminations FcanpI, Jq for all pairs of different com-

ponents I and J of BŜ. By (2.1), this lamination is Γ-invariant, and
hence it can be pushed forward to S Ą S. In this way we obtain the
canonical lamination on S:

FcanpSq “ FcanpSq “ π˚pFcanpŜqq.

The corresponding weighted arc diagram α ÞÑ WcanpS, αq, α P ApSq, is
called the canonical WAD on S.6 By definition, it is valid.

We will now list several basic properties of the canonical WAD. The
rest of the theory will be based on these properties in an essentially
axiomatic way.

2.3. Property A: Maximality. Let WmaxpSq:AÑ R` stand for the
functional assigning to an arc α P A the extremal width of the family
of all proper paths γ in S representing α. (Note that WmaxpSq is not a
WAD as it is not supported on an arc diagram.)

6We will use abbreviated notations WcanpSq or Wcanpαq whenever it does not
lead to confusion.
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Lemma 2.3. For any valid arc diagram W on S, we have:

W ď WmaxpSq ď WcanpSq ` 2.

Proof. The first inequality is obvious, so let us focus on the second one.
It is trivial for any arc α P A with Wmaxpαq ď 2. Let us consider

some arc α P A with Wmaxpαq ą 2. This arc connects two boundary
components, σ and ω, of S.

The path family Gpαq representing α lifts to a path family Ĝpαq
consisting of all the paths in D that connect two appropriate arcs on
T, I and J , covering σ and ω respectively. Viewing I and J as the
horizontal sides of the rectangle QpI, Jq based on D̄, we obtain the
desired estimate:

WpGpαqq ďWpĜpαqq ďWpQpI, Jqq “ WcanpS, αq ` 2

(where we have made use of Lemma 10.1 for the first estimate). �

2.4. Property B: Natural behavior under coverings.

Lemma 2.4. If f :U Ñ V is a finite-degree covering then WcanpUq “
f˚WcanpV q.

Proof. Let πU : Û ” D̄ r ΛU Ñ U and πV : V̂ ” D̄ r ΛV Ñ V be the
universal coverings of U and V , with deck transformations groups ΓU
and ΓV respectively. Since f has a finite degree, the group ΓU has a
finite index in ΓV . It follows that ΛU “ ΛV , so that Û “ V̂ . Hence
FcanpÛq “ FcanpV̂ q ” F . Then

FcanpUq “ F{ΓU “ f˚pF{ΓV q “ f˚pFcanpV qq,

and the conclusion follows. �

2.5. Property C: Behavior under partially proper maps. Let
EpSq stand for the set of ends of the Riemann surface S (that, under
our standing assumption, can be identified with the set of boundary
components of S). We say that S is partially marked if we have chosen
a subset EppSq Ă EpSq of ends that we call “proper”.

A map e:U Ñ V between partially marked Riemann surfaces is
called partially proper if it is proper on proper ends. An arc α P ApSq
is called horizontal if it connects proper ends of S. Let AhpSq stand for
the set of horizontal arcs on S, and let WhpSq be the set of horizontal
WAD’s on S. The horizontal canonical WAD W h

canpSq is the restriction
of the canonical WAD to the set of horizontal arcs.

Notice that a partially proper map e:U Ñ V induces a push-forward
map on the horizontal arcs, e˚:AhpUq Ñ AhpV q, and hence, a pullback
map on the horizontal arc diagrams, e˚:WhpV q ÑWhpUq, defined by
e˚pY qpαq “ Y pe˚αq.
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Lemma 2.5. Let U and V be partially marked Riemann surfaces, and
let e:U Ñ V be a partially proper holomorphic map. Then

W h
canpUq ď e˚W h

canpV q.

Proof. Let us consider a horizontal arc α P suppW h
canpUq. It connects

two proper ends, σ and ω, and it lifts to an arc in Û connecting some
components I and J of BÛ . Let Q be the quadrilateral based on Û
with the horizontal sides I and J . Let I 1 “ êpIq, J 1 “ êpJq, and let

Q1 be the corresponding quadrilateral based on V̂ . Then ê:Q Ñ Q1

maps the horizontal sides of Q to the corresponding horizontal sides of
Q1. By Corollary 10.3, WpQq ď WpQ1q. But WpQq “ WcanpU, αq ` 2,
WpQ1q “ WcanpV, e˚pαqq ` 2, and the desired conclusion follows. �

Similarly, an arc α P ApSq is called vertical if it connects a proper
end of S to an improper one. The vertical canonical WAD W v

canpSq is
the restriction of the canonical WAD to the set of vertical arcs.

2.6. Property D: Domination. Let us now introduce an important
relation between WAD’s.

An integer WAD a (IWAD) is a WAD with integer coefficients, that
is, a formal linear combination

ř

niαi, where αi is a arc diagram, and
ni P N. It will be also convenient to write a as a formal sum of arcs,
a “

ř

αj, where any two different arcs αj are non-crossing. The order
on WAD’s induces a natural order on IWAD’s.

Let us consider two Riemann surfaces, U Ă V . Given a path γ on
V , the restriction γXU has only finitely many non-trivial components,
pγiq

n
i“1. They represent a sequence of arcs on U , Ipγq ” pαi ” rγisq

n
i“1,

called the itinerary of γ.
We say that a sequence of arcs pαiq on U arrows an arc β on V if

there exists a path γ representing β such that Ipγq “ pαiq. We will use
notation pαiq ÝÑ β for the arrow relation.

Remark. Note that the endpoint of γi is connected to the beginning
of γi`1 by a path that goes through some component K of V r U . In
this case, the end of U corresponding to this component is not properly
embedded into V . This remark is useful as it reduces a number of
possibilities of how the arc β can be composed by arcs αj.

We say that a IWAD a “
ř

αi arrows β if the arcs αi can be ordered
so that the string of arcs pαiq arrows β. (In other words, we “abelianize”
the arrow relation.) We use the same notation, a ÝÑ β, for this arrow
relation.
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Let us now consider two WAD’s, X PWpUq and Y PWpV q. We say
that X dominates Y , written

X ( Y,

if we can write

X ě
ÿ

i

ÿ

j

wijαij, Y “
ÿ

i

viβi

where, for each i,
pαijqj ÝÑ βi

and
à

j

wij ě vi.

The basic example comes from laminations on V :

Lemma 2.6. Given a valid WAD Y on V , there exists a valid WAD
X on U such that X ( Y .

Proof. Since Y is valid, Y “ WF for some lamination F on V . For
β P suppWF , let Fpβq be the sublamination of F assembled by the
leaves γ representing the arc β.

Let us consider the slice of F on U , that is, let H “ F XU and X “

WH. To any leaf γ of F , let us associate its itinerary Ipγq “ pαjpγqq
on U . Let Ipβq stand for the set of all non-trivial itineraries a “ Ipγq
corresponding to all possible leaves γ of Fpβq. By definition, a ÝÑ β
for any a P Ipβq. Let Fpβ, aq stand for the sublamination of Fpβq
assembled by the leaves γ with itinerary a, i.e., Ipγq “ a.

For a “ pαjq P Ipβq, let vpβ, aq “ W pFpβ, aqq, and let wjpβ, aq be
the width of the lamination assembled by the segments of Fpβ, aq XU
corresponding to αj. By the Series Law,

à

j

wjpβ, aq ě vpβ, aq.

Moreover,

X “
ÿ

β

ÿ

aPIpβq

ÿ

j

wjpβ, aqαj, Y “
ÿ

β

ÿ

aPIpβq

vpβ, aqβ.

This would mean that X ( Y if we knew that Ipβq were finite. The
rest of the argument will show that the terms can be grouped so that
the decompositions become finite.

Let T pβq be the set of all IWAD’s α “
ř

αj corresponding to all
itineraries a “ pαjq P Ipγq, and let η: Ipβq Ñ T pβq be the correspond-
ing abelianization projection. Let peiq

n
i“1 be the maximal family of

different non-trivial arcs represented by the leaves of F XU . Then any
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IWAD α P T pβq has a form
ř

niei, ni P Z`, and hence represents an
element of the free semi-group pZ`qn. By Lemma 2.7 below, there is
a finite set Bpβq Ă T pβq such that any α P T pβq is greater or equal
than some a1 P Bpβq. Let us show that the labeling set Ipβq can be
replaced with Bpβq.

Let us select a projection π: Ipβq Ñ Bpβq factored through η and
such that a1 ” πpaq ď ηpaq. Then the components of a1 “

ř

α1k is a
subset of components of a “ pαjq, so that, we can select an injective
map jpkq “ japkq such that α1k “ αjpkq. Let

w1kpβ, a
1
q “

ÿ

πpaq“a1

wjapkqpβ, aq, v1pβ, a1q “
ÿ

πpaq“a1

vpβ, aq.

Then

X ě
ÿ

β

ÿ

a1PBpβq

ÿ

k

w1kpβ, a
1
qα1k, Y “

ÿ

β

ÿ

a1PBpβq

v1pβ, a1qβ.

Moreover, by Lemma 11.8
à

k

w1kpβ, a
1
q ě v1pβ, a1q.

Thus, X ( Y . �

Let us consider a free Abelian semigroup S “ Zn` with the standard
basis peiq

n
i“1. It is ordered coordinatewise:

ř

xiei ě
ř

yiei if xi ě yi
for all i. For any x P S, let Sx “ ty P S : y ě xu stand for the cone
with the vertex at x.

Lemma 2.7. Let T be an arbitrary subset of the semi-group S. Then
there exist a finite subset B Ă T such that T Ă

Ť

xPB Sx.

Proof. Suppose first that T is non-empty. Let a “
ř

aiei be an element
of T . Let πi:Zn` Ñ Z be the projection onto the ith coordinate. For
i ď n, and k ă ai, k P Z`, let T ik “ π´1

i ptkuq X T . Then, by induction
on n, there is a finite Bi

k Ă T ik such that

T ik Ă
ď

xPBi
k

Sx.

Then let

B “ tau Y
ď

1ďiďn

ď

kăai

Bi
k;

it has the desired property. �

We can now prove Property D of canonical WAD’s:
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Lemma 2.8. Let U Ă V . Then there exists a WAD B P W pUq with
}B}8 ď 2 such that

WcanpUq `B( WcanpV q.

Proof. Since WcanpV q is valid, Lemma 2.6 gives us a WAD X on U such
that X ( WcanpY q. By the Maximality Property, X ď WcanpUq ` 2.
Hence there exists a WAD B with suppB Ă suppX, }B}8 ď 2, and
X ď WcanpUq `B. The conclusion follows. �

Lemma 2.9. If
à

pxi ` biq ě y,

then
à

xi ě y ´
ÿ

bi.

Proof.
B

Bxi

à

xk “
p
À

xkq
2

x2
i

ď 1.

Therefore
à

pxi ` biq ď
à

xi `
ÿ

bi.

�

Lemma 2.10. If X `B( Y , then X ( Y ´ }B1}1.

Proof. Now supposeX`B( Y . Formally we can writeX`B ě
ř

i Ti,
Y “

ř

Yi, where Ti “
ř

j wijαij, Yi “ viβi, and

(2.11) pαijqj Ñ βi,

and
à

j

wij ą vi.

By the general theory of positive vectors in Rn, we can write Ti “
Xi `Bi, where X ě

ř

Xi, and B ě
ř

Bi. So writing Xi “
ř

j w
X
ijαij,

and Bi “
ř

j w
B
ijαij, we obtain

à

j

pwXij ` w
B
ijq ě vi,

so, by Lemma 2.9,
à

j

wXij ě vi ´ }Bi}1,

and therefore (using (2.11))

X ě
ÿ

i

Xi (
ÿ

i

pvi ´ }Bi}1qβi ě Y ´ }B}1.

�
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Together with Lemma 2.8, this implies:

Corollary 2.12. Let U Ă V . Then

WcanpUq( WcanpV q ´ 6|χpUq|.

2.7. Property E: Intersection number and hyperbolic length.
Let S be a compact Riemann surface with boundary. We have defined
WcanpSq, and we have also defined the the weighted arc-diagram MS

in Appendix C. We can relate MS to W S
can via the following:

Lemma 2.13. Let Q be a quadrilateral with horizontal sides I1 and I2,
endowed with the hyperbolic metric. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be the hyperbolic
geodesics in Π that share the endpoints with I1 and I2 respectively.
Then

WpQq “ ´ 2

π
log distpΓ1,Γ2q `Op1q.

Proof. We can map Q conformally to the infinite strip

Π ” tz : 0 ă =z ă πu

such that Γ1 and Γ2 map to vertical transverse segments with real part
0 and d respectively, where d ” distpΓ1,Γ2q. Then the vertical sides
of Q map to J1 ” r0, ds ˆ t0u and J2 ” r0, ds ˆ tπu. Then WpQq
is equal to LpΘq, where Θ is the family of paths in Π connecting J1

and J2. By two applications of the reflection principle (see [A2]), we
find that LpΘq “ 4LpΘ1q, where Θ1 is the family of paths connecting
J1 to the boundary of Π1 ” tz : |=z| ă π{2u. By the round annulus
theorem[McM2]

LpΘ1
q “

1

2π
log

π{2

d
`Op1q “ ´

1

2π
log d`Op1q

when d is bounded above. The theorem follows. �

We then have the following corollary:

Lemma 2.14. For any arc α P ApSq,

|W S
canpαq ´

2

π
MS

pαq| ă C0.

Proof. Given α, let us consider a lift α̃ to the universal cover. It con-
nects two arcs I1, I2 on the circle that cover the boundary curves of
S that the endpoints of α lie on. We can lift h: S Ñ S to h̃:R Ñ D,
where R is the convex hull of the limit set of the deck transformation
group. Then letting Γ1, Γ2 connect the endpoints of I1, I2 respectively,
we find that the transverse geodesic arc α lifts to the common perpen-
dicular segment to Γ1 and Γ2. So distpΓ1,Γ2q “ Lpαq, and the Lemma
follows from Lemma 2.13. �
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From Theorem 12.6.1 and Lemma 2.14 we can immediately conclude:

Corollary 2.15. Let S be a compact Riemann surface with boundary,
and endow IntS with its Poincaré metric. Let γ be a peripheral closed
geodesic in IntS. Then

Lpγq “ π 〈WcanpSq, γ〉`Op1;χpSqq.

With S as in Corollary 2.15, we let ΓS be the formal sum of the
peripheral closed geodesics in IntS. Then

〈WcanpSq,ΓS〉 “ 2}WcanpSq}1,

because every arc in S intersects exactly two peripheral geodesics ex-
actly once (or intersects exactly one exactly twice). Therefore, by
Corollary 2.15,

(2.16) }WcanpSq}1 “
π

2
|Γ| `Op1; pq.

We can use this equation to compare the total weight of WcanpSq be-
tween two surfaces:

Theorem 2.17. Suppose S and S 1 are the interiors of compact Riem-
man surfaces, and there is a holomorphic map i:S 1 Ñ S that is homo-
topic to a homeomorphism. Then

}WcanpSq}1 ď }WcanpS
1
q}1 `Op1;χpSqq.

Proof. Because i is homotopic to a homeomorphism, it bijectively maps
the free homotopy classes of the peripheral geodesics of S 1 to the same
for S. Then, by the Schwarz Lemma, because i is holomorphic, we
have |ΓS1 | ě |ΓS|. The Theorem then follows from the application of
(2.16) to ΓS1 and ΓS|. �

3. Theorem 1.2 in terms of Wcan

In this brief section we will prove Theorem 1.2, given a simple the-
orem about WcanpV r Kpq. We then outline the proof of this latter
theorem, which is then proven in Sections 4–7.

3.1. Quadratic-like maps and their renormalizations. For the
basic theory of quadratic-like maps, see [DH2].

A quadratic-like map is a double branched covering f : U Ñ V ,
where U and V are topological disc in C, and U Ť V “ C. Such a
map has a unique critical point, which will be placed at the origin. The
filled Julia set Kpfq is the set of non-escaping points:

Kpfq “ tz : fnz P U, n “ 0, 1, . . . u.
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It is either connected or a Cantor set depending on whether 0 P Kpfq
or not. (In what follows, we will often skip “filled”, since we will never
deal with the actual “Julia sets”.)

Two quadratic-like maps are called hybrid equivalent if they are
quasi-conformally conjugate by a map h with B̄h “ 0 a.e. on Kpfq.
The Douady and Hubbard Straightening Theorem asserts that any
quadratic-like map with connected Julia set is hybrid equivalent to a
quadratic-like restriction of a unique quadratic polynomial.

A quadratic-like map f is called primitively renormalizable with pe-
riod p if there exists a topological disk U 1 Q 0 such that the domains
fkpU 1q, k “ 0, 1, . . . , p ´ 1, are contained in U and pairwise disjoint,
and g “ fp : U 1 Ñ fppU 1q is a quadratic-like map with connected Julia
set. In this case, K0 “ Kpgq, as well as Kj “ f jpK 1q, j “ 0, 1, . . . , p´1,
are called the little Julia set, and the invariant set

K “
p´1
ď

j“0

Kj

is called the cycle of little Julia sets.

3.2. Horizontal and vertical arc diagrams. In the further appli-
cations, the Riemann surface S will be V rK, where V is a topological
disk, and K is the union of p disjoint full continua (in reality, the cycle
of little Julia sets of some quadratic-like map).

Under these circumstances, a proper path (and the corresponding
arc) in V r K is called horizontal if it connects two little Julia sets,
and is called vertical if it connects a little Julia set to BV . Given an
arc diagram W on V r K, let W h and W v stand for its horizontal
and vertical parts respectively, and let W v`h stand for their sum. In
particular, we can consider W h

can, W v
can and W v`h

can .
We can now state a theorem which will be proven in Section 7:

Theorem 3.1. Let f : U Ñ U be primitively renormalizable quadratic-
like-map with period p, and let K be its cycle of little Julia sets. Then
there exists M “Mppq such that: If }W v`h

can pU rKq}1 ąM then

}W v
canpU rKq}1 ě C´1

}W h
canpU rKq}1,

with an absolute constant C ą 0.

Given Theorem 3.1, we can prove Theorem 1.2:
We are now ready to show that the modulus of a ψ-quadratic-like

map is improving under the renormalization.
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Let f : U Ñ U be a quadratic-like map with filled Julia set K. The
simple closed geodesic γ in the annulus U r K is called the geodesic
associated with f . Let |γ| stand for its hyperbolic length in U rK.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let Kppjq “ f jpKpq be the jth small filled-Julia
set, and let γppjq be the peripheral simple closed geodesic in U r Kp

going around Kppjq. Let Γ be peripheral closed geodesic in U r Kp

homotopic to BU. We let Wcan ” WcanpU rK1q.
The geodesic Γ intersects each vertical arc once and does not intersect

horizontal arcs. By Corollary 2.15,

(3.2) |Γ| ě c}W v
can}1 `Op1q.

Let Wcan| j be the part of Wcan supported on the arcs landing at
Kppjq. The geodesic γppjq does not intersect Wcan ´Wcan| j and inter-
sects each arc of suppWcan| j once. By Corollary 2.15,

(3.3) |γppjq| “ c}Wcan| j}1 `Op1q.

But by the Schwarz Lemma, the geodesics γppjq have comparable lengths
(see [McM1, Theorem 9.3]):

1

2
|γp| ď |γppjq| ď |γp|.

Putting this together with (3.3), we see that all the }Wcan| j}1 are also
comparable, provided |γp| is sufficiently big (bigger than some absolute
L0). Hence

}Wcan|0}1 —
1

p
}W v`h

can }1,

and together with (3.3), we obtain:

|γp| —
1

p
}W v`h

can }1.

Now assume }W v`h
can }1 ą Mpp̄q. Then Theorem 3.1 implies that

}Wcan}1 is comparable with }W v
can}1, and we can conclude

|γp| ď
C

p
}W v

can}1,

which, combined with (3.2), implies

|γp| ď
C

p
|Γ|.

We now need only observe that by the Schwarz Lemma, |Γ| ď |γ| (since
K Ą Kp). �
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3.3. Outline for the proof of Theorem 3.1. In this informal sub-
section we will outline the proof of Theorem 1.2 that will be presented
in Sections 5, 6, and 7, using the background in Section 4.

Suppose that f :U Ñ V is a primitively p-renormalizable quadratic-
like map. Theorem 1.2 relates two hyperbolic lengths in V rKp, which
we will reinterpret in terms of WcanpV rKpq in light of eqrefeq:length-
wcan. Moreover, letting Kppkq “ fkpKpq be the kth small filled-Julia
set, and γ1pkq be the geodesic in V rKp going around it, we know that
|γ1| ď |γ1pkq| ď 2|γ1|. It is then not too hard to see that Theorem 1.2
follows from the following:

(3.4) }W v`h
}1 ąM ùñ }W v

} ě ε}W v`h
}.

We will prove (3.4) as follows:

Restrictions of the canonical WAD’s and the entropy argument. We
consider the nest of the domains Um, pullbacks of V under the iterates
of f , and restrict the canonical WAD to these domains. Let Xm stand
for the horizontal parts of these restrictions (with appropriate constants
subtracted). We show that f˚Xm( Xm`1. This allows us to conclude
that eventually the diagrams Xn are aligned with the Hubbard tree (§4,
5) and that

}X10p
}1 ď

1

2
}X0

}1,

which implies

}W h
canpU

10p rKpq| ď
1

2
}W h

canpU
0 rKpq} `Op1; pq

(§5). The latter property depends on the positivity of entropy of the
Hubbard tree dynamics: this is the main place where we use that the
renormalizations are of primitive type.

Push-forward via the Covering Lemma (§7). The horizontal width
released under restrictions is turned into the vertical width, which im-
plies

}WcanpU
10p rKpq}1 ě

1

2
}W h

canpU
10p rKpq}1 ´Op1; pq.

We can then apply the Covering Lemma[KL1] to push forwardWcanpU
10pr

Kpq by f 10p and obtain (3.4).

4. Life on Hubbard trees

4.1. Topological disked trees and aligned graphs. Let us consider
a Riemann surface U with finitely many open Jordan disks Dj Ť U
with disjoint closures, and let D “ YDj. An embedded 1-complex
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Hk Ă UrD is called proper if all its tips (i.e., valence 1 vertices) belong
to BD. Assume that we have finitely many disjoint proper graphs Hk

such that H “ D Yk Hk is simply connected. In this case we say that
H is a (topological) disked tree.

We say that a path in H r D is aligned with a disked tree H if
it connects the boundaries of two disks in D. The arcs α in U r D
represented by aligned paths are also called aligned with H. Let H
stand for the family of the aligned paths/arcs. (Since there is a natural
one-to-one correspondence between the aligned arcs and the aligned
paths, we will not distinguish notationally these families).

Let G be the abstract graph whose vertices are disks Di and edges
are the paths/arcs of H. We call it the graph of aligned arcs.

Lemma 4.1. The graph G is a tree of complete graphs.7

Proof. Let Dk stand for the family of the disks Di that touch the graph
Hk. Let Gk Ă G be the graph whose vertices are disks Di Ă Dk and
edges are the path of H contained in Gk. As Hk is path connected,
any two disks Di and Dj of Dk can be connected by an arc in Gk, so
that, the graph Gk is full.

Since H is a tree, it is easy to check that the graphs Gk are organized
in a tree as well. �

4.2. Superattracting model. To a primitively p-renormalizable map
f , one can associate a certain superattracting quadratic polynomial F
of period p as follows (compare [McM1, §B]). First, we can straighten
f to a quadratic polynomial, so we can assume that it is a quadratic
polynomial in the first place. Then, collapsing the little Julia sets Kj

to points cj, we obtain a topological sphere S. Moreover, the map f
descends to a degree two map f0:S Ñ S with a periodic critical point
c0 (f0 collapses the sets ´Kj Ă CrK, j “ 1, . . . , p´1), to points cj`1.
One can check that this map does not have Thurston obstructions (see
[DH3]), so it can be realized as a superattracting quadratic polynomial.
This polynomial is the desired F .

We call F the superattracting model for f . We let O “ tF kp0qup´1
k“0

stand for the superattracting cycle of F , and D stand for its immediate
basin of attraction.

Lemma 4.2. Let f : pU,Kq Ñ pV,Kq be a primitively renormalizable
quadratic-like map, and let F : pC,Dq Ñ pC,Dq be its superattracting
model. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between horizon-
tal/vertical arcs in U rK (resp., V r f´1pKq) and horizontal/vertical

7See §11.7 of Appendix B for the definition.
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arcs in C r D (resp. C r F´1pDq). The correspondence between the
horizontal arcs is compatible with the arrow relation.

This obvious statement allows us to replace f with its superattract-
ing model F , as long as we are dealing with the combinatorics of arc
diagrams. The advantage of the model is that it possesses a well-defined
Hubbard tree.

4.3. Disked Hubbard tree. Let Dk be the component of D con-
taining ck. It is known that the D̄k’s are Jordan disks. Given a set
X Ă KpF q, the path hull of X is defined as the smallest path connected
closed subset of KpF q containing X satisfying the property that it in-
tersects any component of intKpF q by the union of internal rays. The
Hubbard tree H ” HF is defined as the path hull of the basin D. It is
a disked tree in the sense of §4.1. Moreover, it is invariant under F ; in
fact, F pHq “ H.

Lemma 4.3. The valence of any disk Dk of the Hubbard tree is at
most 2.

4.4. No periodic horizontal arcs. Given a proper path γ in CrD
that begins at some Di, i P Z{pZ, let F ˚γ stand for the union of the
proper lifts of γ that begin at Di´1. (Note that a horizontal path γ has
at most one proper lift.)

This lifting operation descends to the level of arcs. An arc a is called
periodic if pF ˚qlpαq Ą α for some l P Z`. (Of course, the period l must
be a multiple of p.)

Lemma 4.4 (see [P], Theorem 5.8). Periodic horizontal arcs do not
exist.

Proof. Assume that α is such a periodic horizontal arc with period l.
Let us endow CrO with hyperbolic metric, and let us represent α be
a geodesic path γ Ă CrD. It is the shortest representative of α.

Since pF ˚qlα “ α, the lift F ˚γ represents the same arc α. so that, it
is no shorter than γ. On the other hand, the Schwarz Lemma implies
that it is shorter than γ – contradiction. �

4.5. Expansion property. Let F´1H stand for the family of paths
in H r F´1D with endpoints on F´1D̄. Each path of F´1H is homeo-
morphically mapped by F onto some path of H.

Let us consider a |H| ˆ |H| matrix M “ MpF q defined as follows:
Mγδ “ n if γ contains n disjoint segments γi P F

´1H such that Fγi “ δ.
One can easily check that the matrix Mk can obtained by applying the
same construction to the map F k. .
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Lemma 4.5. For any γ P H, we have
ÿ

δ

Mp
γδ ě 2.

Proof. Not that the path F pγ has the same endpoints as γ does. If
ÿ

δ

Mp
γδ “ 1 then F pγ would not cross any disks of D. It would follow

that fpγ “ γ, which is impossible by Lemma 4.4. �

4.6. Periodic vertical arcs. Let HK be the arc diagram consisting
of vertical arcs in CrD that do not intersect the Hubbard tree H (up
to homotopy).

Lemma 4.6. If a vertical arc β is periodic then β P HK.

Proof. Let pF ˚qlβ Ą β for some l P Z`. Let G be the family of paths γ
in CrD representing β. For a path γ P G, let γ1 be its maximal initial
segment whose endpoints belong to the Julia set KpF q. Let G 1 be the
family of all paths γ1 that can be obtained in this way.

Since pF ˚qlβ Ą β, any path γ P G can be lifted by F l to a path δ P G.
Then δ1 is a lift of γ1, and thus, we obtain the lifting map L:G 1 Ñ G 1.

Let us endow the punctured plane S “ C r O with the hyperbolic
metric. Let |γ| stand for the hyperbolic length of a path γ, and let

µ “ inf
γ1PG1

|γ1|.

This infimum is realized by some hyperbolic geodesic γ1. If µ ą 0 then
by the Schwarz Lemma, |Lpγ1q| ă |γ1|, contradicting minimality of γ1.
Hence µ “ 0 and so, G contains a curve γ that does not intersect the
Julia set KpF q (except for the initial point in D). This is the desired
vertical representative of β. �

4.7. Pullbacks of vertical arcs. Given two families α and β of
proper arcs (or paths) in a Riemann surface S, the “inner product”
xα,βy ” xα,βyS is the minimal number of intersection points between
path representatives of α and β.

For instance, α P HK if and only if xα,Hy “ 0. The dual statement
is also valid: α P H if and only if xα,HKy “ 0.

Lemma 4.7. For any vertical arc β, we have:
8
ď

n“0

pF n
q
˚
pβq Ą HK.

Proof. Let γ be a vertical path representing β, and let γ1 be a compo-
nent of F ˚γ. Since F : γ1 Ñ γ is a homeomorphism,

xγ1, F
´1HyCrF´1D “ xγ,HyCrD.
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Since H Ă F´1H,

(4.8) xγ1,Hy ď xγ,Hy.

Let us now consider a chain of vertical arcs βn Ă pF
nq˚pβq. By (4.8),

the intersection number xβn,Hy does not increase with n, and hence
eventually stabilizes at some value k. But for a given k, there are only
finitely many different vertical arcs β such that xβ,Hy “ k. Hence
βn “ βn`l for some l ą 0. By Lemma 4.6, βn P HK.

But then all further lifts of βn by the iterates of F belong to HK as
well. Lifting βn to the critical disk D0, we obtain two symmetric arcs,
σ1 and σ2, landing at D0. By symmetry, these arcs are different. But
by Lemma 4.3, for any disk Dk, there exist at most two different arcs
of HK landing on Dk. Thus, σ1 and σ2 are the only arcs of HK landing
on D0. Lifting these arcs further to all the domains Dk, we obtain all
the arcs of HK. �

4.8. Trees H l and the associated objects. For any l P Zě, we can
introduce the following objects:

‚ Dl “ F´lpDq; Dl
k are the components of D;

‚ H l “ F´lpHq; it is a disked tree with disks Dl
k;

‚ Hl is the family of the paths/arcs aligned with H l;

‚ Gl is a graph whose vertices are the disks Dl
k and edges are the arcs

of Hl; as for l “ 0 (Lemma 4.1), it is a tree of complete graphs Gl
k.

Notice that F l maps Gl onto G, so that each complete graph Gl
k is

mapped onto some complete graph Gj.
By Lemma 11.11 applied to Gl, for any edge rDm, Dns of H, there

is a unique chain of Gl,

(4.9) Dm “ Dl
kp1q, D

l
kp2q, . . . , D

l
kpdq “ Dn,

connecting Dm to Dn. Here d “ dGlpDm, Dnq is the distance between
Dm and Dn in Gl. Lemma 4.5 implies:

(4.10) dGrppDm, Dnq ě 2r.

In fact, we have:

Lemma 4.11. At least 2r´1 of the disks Drp
kpiq belong to Drp rDpr´1qp.

Proof. For r “ 1, the assertion follows from Lemma 4.5 and a remark
that all the intermediate disks in the path (4.9) do not belong to D.
Since each path of Hp is mapped homeomorphically under F p onto a
path of H (transferring chains in Grp to chains in Gpr´1qp), the assertion
follows by induction in r. �
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5. Restrictions of WAD’s

5.1. Restriction of the domains. Let us consider a quadratic-like
map f :U1 Ñ U0. We let Un “ f´nU0, and observe that Un`1 Ă Un,
and f :Un`1 Ñ Un is quadratic-like.

Assume f is primitively renormalizable with some period p, and let
K be the cycle of the corresponding little (filled) Julia sets. Let K̃ “

f´1pKq. Then we have an embedding i:Un`1rKÑ UnrK, a covering
f :Un`1 r K̃Ñ UnrK, and an embedding Un`1 r K̃ Ă Un`1 rK, that
together form a triangle diagram. We will properly mark the Riemann
surfaces UnrK and UnrK̃ by declaring the ends corresponding to the
little Julia sets Ki to be proper. Then the maps in the above diagram
are partially proper. Moreover, the embedding Un`1 r K̃ Ă Un`1 rK
is also proper on BUn`1.

5.2. Domination relations. Let us select a non-decreasing sequence
of numbers qn P R` such that

(5.1) qn`1 ě 3ppqn ` 2q.

Let Xn “ W h
canpU

n rKq and X̂n “ Xn ´ qn.

Proposition 5.2. We have:

(i) X̂n`1 ď i˚X̂n;

(ii) f˚X̂n( X̂n`1.

Proof. (i) Since the embedding i is proper on the ends corresponding
to the little Julia sets Kj, we have Xn`1 ď i˚Xn by Property C. This
yields the desired inequality since the sequence pqnq is non-decreasing.

(ii) Let us properly mark the ends of Un r K and Un`1 r K̃ corre-
sponding to the sets K and K̃ respectively. Since the covering f maps
Un`1 to Un and maps K̃ to K, horizontal and vertical arcs of Un rK
lift respectively to horizontal and vertical arcs of Un`1 r K̃. Hence
f˚Xn “ W h

canpU
n`1 r K̃q.

By Property D,

WcanpU
n`1 r K̃q( W h

canpU
n`1 rKq ´ 6p.

But since the embedding Un`1 r K̃ Ă Un`1 r K is proper on BUn`1,
the itinerary of any horizontal path γ in Un`1 r K consists only of
horizontal arcs of Un`1 r K̃. It follows that

W h
canpU

n`1 r K̃q( W h
canpU

n`1 rKq ´ 6p.
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Thus, f˚Xn( Xn`1 ´ 6p. Taking into account Lemma 2.9 and (5.1),
we conclude:

f˚X̂n
“ f˚Xn

´ qn( Xn`1
´ 6p´ 3pqn ě X̂n`1. �

In the remainder of Sections 5 and 6, we will reason using
only combinatorics and topology, combined with (i) and (ii)
above, to conclude our main goal, Lemma 6.6.

5.3. Topological arrow. Let us consider two Riemann surfaces, U Ă
V , and let α and β be multiarcs on U and V respectively. We say
that α topologically arrows β, α  β, if for any arc β P β there is a
sequence pαkq of arcs with αk P α for each k, and pαkq ÝÑ β.

A basic example comes from two WAD’s, X P W pUq and Y P W pV q,
such that X ( Y . Then suppX  suppY , as follows immediately
from the definitions.

5.4. Invariant horizontal arc diagram. Given a partially proper
embedding U Ă V such that U is a deformation retract of V , we can
view horizontal arcs on V as horizontal arcs on U (by retracting them
from V to U). When we’d like to emphasize this point of view, we will
use notation α|U .

Let us say that a horizontal arc diagram α on UnrK is invariant if

f˚α α

Proposition 5.3. There exists n ď 3p such that the horizontal arc
diagram αn “ supp X̂n is invariant.

Proof. Since X̂n`1 ď i˚X̂n (by Lemma 5.2 (i)), αn`1 Ă αn|Un`1 r K.
Since |α0| ď 3p, there exists an n ď 3p such that αn`1 “ αn|Un`1rK.
Since by Lemma 5.2 (ii), f˚αn  αn`1, we are done. �

5.5. Alignment with the Hubbard tree. We say that a horizon-
tal arc diagram a is aligned with the Hubbard tree if it is so for the
superattracting realization of a.

Lemma 5.4. Any invariant horizontal arc diagram α is aligned with
the Hubbard tree.

Proof. Let α be an invariant horizontal arc diagram for a superat-
tracting polynomial F . It can be realized by a “disked graph” A whose
“vertices” are the disks D̄k and edges are paths representing the arcs
of α. Let ∆ be the unbounded component of C r A. Then one of
the disks D̄k intersects B∆. A path γ in ∆ landing on D̄k represents a
vertical arc β such that xα, βy “ 0.
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Then F ˚γ does not intersect F´1pAq (except for the landing points).
But by invariance, the arcs of α can be realized as paths in F´1pAq.
Hence F ˚γ does not intersect α.

Iterating, we see that α does not intersect pF nq˚γ for all n “ 0, 1, . . . .
By Lemma 4.7, it does not intersect HK either. So, xα,HKy “ 0, and
we are done. �

Putting this together with Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.2 (i),
we obtain:

Corollary 5.5. For any n ě 3p, the horizontal arc diagram αn “
supp X̂n is aligned with the Hubbard tree H.

6. Entropy argument

6.1. Domination and electric circuits. Let us consider two topo-
logical disked trees H Ă H 1, with the families of disks tDju Ă tD1iu.
Then the corresponding aligned arc diagrams are related by the topo-
logical arrow: H1  H. Let G and G1 be the corresponding trees of
complete graphs.

We say that WAD Y is aligned with H if suppY is aligned with H.
Such a diagram induces an unplugged electric circuit CY based on G
by letting the conductance of the edge e P H be Y peq. The following
lemma relates the domination relation between aligned WAD’s to the
domination relation between the corresponding electric circuits (see
§11.6).

Lemma 6.1. Let WAD’s Y and Y 1 be aligned with trees H Ă H 1 as
above. If Y 1( Y then CY 1 ( CY .

Proof. By definition of domination, there exist edges βi P H concate-
nated by paths pαijqj in H1, and positive numbers wi, vij such that

(6.2) Y “
ÿ

i

wiβi, Y 1 ě
ÿ

i

ÿ

j

vijαij,

and for any i,

(6.3) wi ď
à

j

vij.

Let Bpeq be the family of edges βi equal to e. For any βi P Bpeq,
let us consider an auxiliary electric circuit C 1i whose resistors are pαijqj
with conductances pvijqj plugged in series with battery Be. Then (6.3)
translates into an estimate: wi ď WpC 1iq, where WpC 1iq “

À

j vij is the
conductance of C 1i.
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Each electric circuit C 1i admits a natural projection into the circuit
C 1Y . By Lemma 11.7 and the second inequality of (6.2),

ř

WpCiq ď
WpCY 1peqq. Hence

Y peq “
ÿ

βiPBpeq

wi ď
ÿ

βiPBpeq

WpCiq ď WpCY 1peqq,

and we are done. �

6.2. Dynamical setting. Let us now consider the Hubbard tree H of
a superattracting map F with the basin D “ YDj, where j P Z{pZ. If
Y is a WAD aligned with H, we let

Y |Dj “
ÿ

BαQDj

Y pαq

be the local conductances of the associated electric circuit (see §11.5).

Lemma 6.4. If Y and Z are WAD’s aligned with the Hubbard tree H
and such that F ˚Y ( Z, then for any two disk Dj we have:

Z|Dj ď pdegF |Djq ¨ Y |Dj`1.

Proof. We have F ˚Y |Dj “ degpF |Djq ¨ Y |Dj`1. By Lemma 6.1,
CF˚Y ( CY . Hence F ˚Y |Dj ě Z|Dj by Lemma 11.10. Thus,

Z|Dj ď pdegF |Djq ¨ Y |Dj`1.

�

Lemma 6.5. Let Y and Z be WAD’s aligned with the Hubbard trees
H. Assume pF rpq˚Y ( Z for some r P Z` and some WAD Z. Then
for any edge α of H, we have:

Zpαq ď
1

2r´2
max
j
pY |Djq.

Proof. The WAD pF rpq˚Y is aligned with the tree Hrp “ F´rpH Ą H
(see §4.8). Let Cl be the associated electric circuit. Recall that Clpαq
stands for the restriction of this circuit to the connected component of
Gl rD attached to Bα. By Lemma 6.1, Cl( C, so that,

Zpαq ď WpClpαqq.

Let us consider the path of disks pDrp
k qk connecting Bα in the tree of

graphs Grp (see Lemma 11.11). By Lemma 11.12

WpClpαqq ď
à

k

pF rp
q
˚Y |Drp

k .
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If Drp
k P Drp r Dpr´1qp then F rp maps Drp

k onto some disk Dj with
degree at most 2. Hence

pF rp
q
˚Y |Drp

k ď 2Y |Dj.

Since by Lemma 4.11, there are at least 2r´1 such disks, we have:

à

k

pF rp
q
˚Y |Drp

k ď
1

2r´2
max
j
pY |Djq.

Putting the above estimates together, we obtain the desired. �

6.3. Loss of the horizontal weight. Recall now the WAD’s X̂n “

Xn ´ qn from §5.2. By Lemma 4.2, they can be viewed as WAD’s of
the superattracting model F . We will keep the same notation for these
diagrams.

Lemma 6.6. Let p be the period of 0 under F . Then

}X̂10p
}1 ď

1

4
}X̂}1.

Proof. By Corollary 5.5, the WAD’s X̂n are aligned with the Hubbard
tree H for n ě 3p. By Proposition 5.2 (ii), pF 6pq˚X̂4p( X̂10p. Hence
by Lemma 6.5,

X̂10p
pαq ď

1

16
max
j
pX̂4p

|Djq.

By Lemma 6.4, pX̂4p|Djq ď 2pX̂3p|Dkq for any two disks Dj and Dk.
Hence

maxpX̂4p
|Djq ď

2

p
}X̂3p

}1 ď
2

p
}X̂|}1,

where the last estimate comes from Proposition 5.2(i).
Putting the above estimates together and summing it up over all

α P suppX10p (taking into account that suppX10p contains at most at
most 3p arcs), we obtain:

}X̂10p
}1 ď

3

8
}X̂|Dj}1.

�

Let us now go back to the original map f . The following result
shows that after an appropriate restriction of the domain of f , there
is a definite loss of the horizontal weight of the associated canonical
WAD.
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Corollary 6.7. Let f be a renormalizable ψ-ql map with period p. Then
there exists M “Mppq such that

}W h
canpU

10p rKq}1 ď
1

2
}W h

canpU rKq}1,

provided }W h
canpU rKq}1 ąMppq.

Proof. The last lemma immediately yields

}W h
canpU

10p rKq}1 ď
1

4
}W h

canpU rKq}1 ` 3pq10p,

which implies the desired. �

7. Push-forward Argument

In this section we will derive Theorem 3.1 from the loss of horizontal
weight (Corollary 6.7), using some simple observations and the Cover-
ing Lemma[KL1].

7.1. Vertical weight from the loss of horizontal. We first observe

Lemma 7.1. For any n P Zě0, we have:

}W v`h
can pU rKq}1 ď }W v`h

can pU
n rKq}1 ` Cppq.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.17, because UnrK Ă
U rK, and the inclusion is homotopic to a homeomorphism. �

Combining Corollary 6.7 with Lemma 7.1, we obtain:

Lemma 7.2. Let f be a renormalizable quadratic-like map with period
p. Then there exists M “Mppq such that

}W v
canpU

10p rKq}1 ě
1

2
}W v`h

can pU rKq}1,

provided }W h
canpU rKq}1 ąMppq.

Our plan in the next two sections is to use the Covering Lemma to
“push forward” the W v

canpU
10prKq to get a lower bound on W v

canpU r
Kq.

7.2. Covering Lemma. Let us state a suitable version of the Covering
Lemma[KL1] in the language of the canonical weighted arc diagram.

Theorem 7.3. Suppose that U and V are simply connected Riemann
surfaces, A “

Ťp
i“1Ai is a union of p disjoint compact connected full

subsets of U , B “
Ťn
i“1Bi is the same on V , and f :U Ñ V is a

holomorphic branched cover of degree D, such that all the critical values
of f lie in B, and for each i, Ai is a component of f´1Bi, and the degree
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of f |Ai
is d (in the sense that Ai and Bi have open neighborhoods A1i

and B1i such that f :A1i Ñ B1i is a degree d branched cover). Suppose
further that

(7.4) }W v
canpU r Aq}1 ě ε}W v`h

can pV rBq},

and

(7.5) }W v
canpU r Aq}1 ěMpε,D, pq

Then

(7.6) }W v
canpU r Aq}1 ď

12d2

ε
}W v

canV r A}1.

Before proving this theorem, let us review the notation of [KL1] and
related it to WcanpU r Aq. Accordingly, let U and A be as in the
statement of Theorem 7.3. We then define three numbers determined
by U and A:

X “WpS,
N
ď

j“1

Ajq;

(7.7) Y “
N
ÿ

j“1

WpS,Ajq,

Z “
N
ÿ

j“1

WpS r
ď

k “j

Ak, Ajq.

It is easy to see that X ď Y ď Z. We further claim that

(7.8) W v
canpU r Aq ď X ď W v

canpU r Aq ` 4p

and

(7.9) W 2h`v
can pU r Aq ď Z ď W 2h`v

can pU r Aq ` 4p2

To see the lower bound for X in (7.8), we need only observe that every
vertical leaf in the canonical lamination for U r A contributes to the
defining width for X, so X is at least the total width of this vertical
lamination. To see the upper bound, we consider the extremal foliation
FX for the defining path family for X. Then the leaves of FX can lie
in at most 2p homotopy classes αi, and

W pFX |αi
q ď WUrA

can pαiq ` 2

by maximality. The derivation of (7.9) is similar and left as an exercise
for the reader.

We can now reduce Theorem 7.3 to the version of the Quasi-Invariance
Law stated in Section 3.1.1 of [KL1].
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Proof of Theorem 7.3. We wish to think of the setting of our Theorem
as an instance of the setting of the QI Law stated in Section 3 of
[KL1], and specialized in Section 3.1.1. So we apply the latter, letting
U and V in [KL1] be our U and V , letting Λ1j “ Λj be our Aj, and
letting B1j “ Bj be our Bj. Then the YU in Section 3.1.1 of [KL1] is
our Y pU,Aq; we will use only that it is at least XpU,Aq. Because the
critical values of f lie in B, the ZV “ ZV tBj, B

1
j, CV u in Section 3.1.1

is simply our ZpV,Bq, and of course XV in [KL1] is our XpV,Bq.
The context and direction of the two inequalities in Section 3.1.1 of

[KL1] are such that we can replace YU with XU in them. We can then
derive, assuming }W vpU r Aq} ě 4pε,

ZV ď }W
2h`v
can pV rBq}1 ` 4p2 by (7.9)

ď 2}W h`v
can pV rBq}1 ` 4p2

ď
3

ε
}W v

canpU r Aq}1 by (7.4)

ď
3

ε
XU by (7.8).

This is the separation assumption (with ξ :“ 3{ε) in Section 3.1.1 of
[KL1]; we can then conclude, assuming (7.5) (which implies XU ě

Kpξ, p,Dq),

XU ď
6d2

ε
XV ,

which implies

}W v
canpU r Aq}1 ď

6d2

ε
p}W v

canpV rBq}1 ` 4pq.

Assuming then that W v
canpU r Aq ě 48d2p{ε, we obtain (7.6). �

7.3. Vertical part has a definite weight. We can now prove The-
orem 3.1:

Proof of Theorem 3.1. If }W v
canpU r Kq}1 ě }W h

canpU r Kq}1, there is
nothing to prove. So, we assume that the opposite inequality holds,
and then

}W h
canpU rKq}1 ą

1

2
}W v`h

can pU rKq}1.

Then taking M “Mppq as in Corollary 7.2, we conclude that

(7.10) }W v
canpU

10p rKq}1 ě
1

2
}W v`h

can pU rKq}1,

provided }WcanpU rKq}1 ą 2M .
We are now ready to apply Theorem 7.3 to the map f 10p:U10p Ñ U ,

where we let A “ B “ K. We observe that all the hypotheses are
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satisfied, with d “ 210, D “ 210p, and ε “ 1{2. Moreover, by Lemma
7.1 and our assumption, we have

}W h`v
can pU

10p rKq} ě }W h`v
can pU rKq} ´ Cppq ěM 1

ppq,

so we obtain, as our form of (7.6),

}W v
canpU rKq} ě p24 ¨ 220

q
´1
}W v

canpU
10p rKq}

The Lemma then follows from this and Lemma 7.2. �

8. Pseudo-quadratic-like maps and canonical
renormalization

Definition 8.1. A pseudo-polynomial-like map8 (or ψ-polynomial-like
map) of degree d is a pair of holomorphic maps pi, fq: U1 Ñ U and an
FJ-set K Ă U such that

(1) U1 and U are disks,
(2) i is an immersion,
(3) f is a degree d branched cover,
(4) i´1pKq “ f´1pKq, and, denoting this set by K 1,
(5) K 1 is connected.

We will call K the filled-Julia set of pi, fq. Note that K 1 is connected
if and only if all the branch values of f lie in K. Also note that, because
f is proper, K 1 is an FJ-set. We will see that K Ă U is uniquely
determined by pi, fq: U1 Ñ U. We will also see that these conditions
imply that i:K 1 Ñ K is a bijection.

8.1. Finding a polynomial-like restriction. We can now prove that
every ψ-polynomial-like map F has a polynomial-like restriction, with
modulus controlled by the modulus for F .

Theorem 8.1. Let F “ pi, fq: U1 Ñ U be a ψ-polynomial-like map of
degree d with filled Julia set K. Then we can find U Ă U open, with
K Ă U such that, letting U 1 ” f´1U Ă U1,

‚ f :U 1 Ñ U is a degree d holomorphic cover,
‚ i|U 1 is an embedding,
‚ ipU 1q Ă U , and
‚ modpU r ipU 1qq ě µpd,modpU r Kqq, where µpd, νq ą 0 for
ν ą 0.

8Strictly speaking, we are defining a “ψ-polynomial-like map with connected
Julia set”.
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Proof. Let us show that i is an embedding in a neighborhood of K 1.
To this end let us consider the annuli U rK and U1 rK 1, and let us
uniformize them by the round annuli:

φ:Ap1, rq Ñ U rK, φ1:Ap1, r1q Ñ U1 rK 1, where r1 “ r1{d.

Let I “ φ´1 ˝ i ˝ φ1:Ap1, r1q Ñ Ap1, rq. Since ipK 1q Ă K, the map I is
proper near the unit circle T. By the Reflection Principle, it admits an
analytic extension to a map Ap1{r1, r1q Ñ Ap1{r, rq that restricts to a
covering TÑ T of some degree k ą 0. (We will use the same notation,
I, for this extension).

Let us consider the geodesic ω1 “ T?r1 in Ap1, r1q, and let ω “

Ipω1q. Since for given r, r1 ą 0, the family of homotopically nontrivial
holomorphic immersions Ap1, r1q Ñ Ap1, rq is compact, the (Euclidean)
distance from ω to T is greater than ρ “ ρpr1, rq ą 0. Let Λ “ Ap1{ρ, ρq
and let Λ1 be the component of I´1pΛq containing T. By the Argument
Principle, the map I: Λ1 Ñ Λ is a covering of degree k.

In fact, k “ 1. Indeed, let γ and γ1 be the outer boundaries of
Λ and Λ1 respectively. Let Γ “ φpγq, Γ1 “ φ1pγ1q, and let Ω and Ω1

be the disks bounded by Γ and Γ1 respectively. Since I: γ1 Ñ γ is a
covering of degree k, so is i: Γ1 Ñ Γ. Hence i: Ω1 Ñ Ω is a branched
covering of degree k. If k ą 1, i would necessarily have a critical point,
contradicting the assumption that it is an immersion.

Furthermore, let F “ φ´1 ˝ f ˝ φ1:Ap1, r1q Ñ Ap1, rq. Since it is a
covering map of degree d, F pzq “ zd. Hence F´1pAp1, ρqq “ Ap1, ρ1q,
where ρ1 “ ρ1{d. Notice that the hyperbolic distance from Tρ to T in
Ap1{r, rq is equal to the hyperbolic distance from Tρ1 to T in Ap1{r1, r1q.
Since the map I:Ap1{r1, r1q Ñ Ap1{r, rq contracts the respective hyper-
bolic metrics by a uniform factor, we have: IpTρ1q Ă Ap1, λρq, where
λ “ λpr, d, ρq ă 1. (Actually λ “ λpr, dq because ρ “ ρpr1{d, rq.)
Putting all these together, we conclude that

W 1
” I ˝ F´1

pAp1, ρqq Ă Ap1, λρq ” W.

and moreover, the map F ˝ I´1:W 1 Ñ W is a covering of degree d.
Letting

U 1 “ K Y φpW 1
q, U “ K Y φpW q,

we see that the map f ˝ i´1:U 1 Ñ U is polynomial-like of degree d and

modpU r U 1q ě
1

2π
log λ, where λ depends only on d and modpU r

Kq. �

In the proof we have that i:U 1 Ñ ipUq is a homemorphism, and
hence i:K 1 Ñ K is a bijection.
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The above estimates with poincare metric also show that if K̂ Ă U
is compact, and K Ă K̂, and pK̂iq

8
i“0 is defined by K̂0 “ K̂ and K̂i`1 “

ipf´1pK̂qq, then K “
Ş8

i“0 K̂i. Therefore K is uniquely determined
by F .

8.2. Iterating a ψ-polynomial-like map. It is not immediately ob-
vious how to iterate a ψ-polynomial-like map. We will briefly review
a few simple constructions in the categories of topological spaces and
Riemann surfaces, and then use this to construct the iterations.

8.2.1. A few simple constructions. Given topological spaces X, Y, Z
and continuous maps f :X Ñ Z and g:Y Ñ Z, we can form the pull-
back E “ tpx, yq P X ˆ Y | fpxq “ gpyqu, along with maps πX :E Ñ X
and πY :E Ñ Y . With this notation, we observe that πY can inherit
certain properties from f (and πX from g).

Lemma 8.2. We have

(1) f ˝ πX “ g ˝ πY .
(2) If f is proper, then πY is proper.
(3) If g is a local homeomorphism, then πX is a local homeomor-

phism.
(4) If g is injective (or surjective, or bijective), then πX is injective

(or surjective, or bijective).

Proof. Statement (1) is immediate.
For Statement (2), suppose B Ă Y is compact. Then

π´1
Y pBq “ tpx, yq P X ˆB | gpxq “ hpyqu

“ tpx, yq P f´1
pgpXqq ˆB | gpxq “ hpyqu

which is a closed subset of a compact set.
For Statement (3), take px, yq P E. Then we can find V Ă Y

such that y P V and g|V :V Ñ gpV q is a homeomorphism. Let V̂ “

π´1
Y V . Then πX |V̂ is a homeomorphism, because its inverse is x ÞÑ
px, pg|V q´1pfpxqqq.

Statement (4) is straightforward (and belongs to the category of sets)
and is left to the reader. �

It will also help to have a few similar observations about composition.

Lemma 8.3. Suppose that U, V,W are Riemann surfaces and g:U Ñ
V is continuous and f :V Ñ W are holomorphic. Then

(1) if f and f ˝ g are holomorphic immersions, then g is a holo-
morphic immersion, and

(2) if f ˝ g is proper, then g is proper.
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Proof. For (1), we can locally write g “ pf ˝gq´1 ˝f for a suitable local
branch of pf ˝ gq´1.

For (2), we suppose A Ă V is compact. Then

g´1
pAq Ă g´1

pf´1
pfpAqq “ pf ˝ gq´1

pfpAqq

is compact. �

We can now prove

Lemma 8.4. Suppose that Uf , Ui, and Ui are Riemann surfaces, and
f :Uf Ñ U is holomorphic and proper, and i:Ui Ñ U is a holomorphic

immersion. Then we can find a Riemann surface E and î:E Ñ Uf and

f̂ :E Ñ Ui such that

(1) f̂ ˝ i “ î ˝ f ,

(2) î is holomorphic immersion,

(3) f̂ is holomorphic and proper, and deg f̂ “ deg f .

Moreover, these objects are unique, in that if E 1, f̂ 1 and î1 satisfy Con-
dition 1–3 above, then there is a holomorphic isomorphism h:E 1 Ñ E
such that î1 “ î ˝ h and f̂ 1 “ f̂ ˝ h.

Proof. We can construct E as a topological space as the pullback de-
scribed above; we relabel πUi

and πUf
as f̂ and î. Then Condition (1)

holds, and f̂ is proper, and î is a local homeomorphism, by Lemma 8.2.
We can then pull back the Riemann surface structure on Uf to E by î

to make î holomorphic. Then f̂ is holomorphic, because we can write
it locally as î ˝ f ˝ i´1, for a suitable local branch of i´1.

For a generic x P Ui, the equation fpyq “ ipxq has deg f solutions in

y. Therefore deg f̂ “ deg f .
Now suppose that E 1, f̂ 1, and î1 satisfy Conditions 1–3 above. Then

there is a continuous map h:E 1 Ñ E such that î1 “ î˝h and f̂ 1 “ f̂ ˝h.
We can apply Lemma 8.3 to see that h is a holomorphic immersion,
and h is proper. Therefore h is a finite-sheeted covering, and deg f̂ 1 “
pdeg f̂qpdeg hq, so deg h “ 1, and h is a holomorphic isomorphism. �

Remark 8.1. While the pullback of pf, gq: pU, V q Ñ W always exists,
we have chosen to construct it only in a simple case where we not only
have universality, but a strong form of uniqueness.

8.2.2. Iteration. We can now construct our iterations of a ψ-polynomial-
like map.

Theorem 8.5. Let pi, fq: pU1, K 1q Ñ pU, Kq be a degree d ψ-polynomial-
like map. Then there exists an essentially unique degree d ψ-polynomial-
like-map pi1, f1q: pU

2, K2q Ñ pU1, K 1q such that i ˝ f1 “ f ˝ i1.
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Proof. By Lemma 8.4. there is a Riemann surface U2 with a holo-
morphic immersion i1: U2 Ñ U1 and a degree d holomorphic branched
cover f1: U2 Ñ U1 such that i ˝ f1 “ f ˝ i1. (Lemma 8.4 also says that
these data are essentially unique.) Moreover, for z P U2,

i1pzq P K
1
ðñ pf ˝ i1qpzq P K ðñ pi ˝ f1qpzq P K ðñ f1pzq P K

1.

So i´1
1 pK

1q “ f´1
1 pK 1q; we denote this set by K2. We observe that

pf1, i1q:K
2 Ñ K 1 is the topological pullback of i:K 1 Ñ K and f :K 1 Ñ

K, and hence i1 is bijective by Lemma 8.2.
We claim that U2 is a disk. To see this, we observe that z P U2 is a

critical point of f1 if and only if it is a critical point of i ˝ f1 “ f ˝ i1,
and this occurs exactly when i1pzq is a critical point of f . Now f has
exactly d ´ 1 critical points (by Riemann-Hurwitz) and they all lie in
K 1, and i1:K2 Ñ K 1 is a bijection, so f1 has exactly d´1 critical points
and hence U2 is a disk (by Riemann-Hurwitz).

The branch values of f1 map by i to branch values of f , so all these
branch values lie in K 1. Therefore K2 is connected, and we have verified
that pi1, f1q: pU

2, K2q Ñ pU1, K 1q is a degree d ψ-polynomial-like map.
�

Let us relabel pi, fq as pi0, f0q: pU
1, K1q Ñ pU0, K0q. We can then

inductively apply Theorem 8.5 to construct degree d ψ-polynomial-like
maps pin, fnq: pU

n`1, Kn`1q Ñ pUn, Knq such that in ˝ fn`1 “ fn ˝ in`1

for all n. By a very slight abuse of notation9, we will often just denote
in, fn, and Kn as i, f , and K. This then allows us to refer to the
iterations in: Um`n Ñ Um and fn: Um`n Ñ Um (where we usually
take m “ 0).

8.3. Canonical Renormalization. We now describe a form of renor-
malization in the category of ψ-quadratic-like maps that has the crucial
property of preserving certain moduli and hyperbolic lengths.

8.3.1. Localization. Suppose that S is a Riemann surface, and A Ă S
is an FJ-set. The localization of S at A is a disk X with a holomorphic
immersion π:X Ñ S such that π: π´1pAq Ñ A is a bijection and π:Xr
π´1pAq Ñ S r A is a covering.

To construct X (and π), we find a neighborhood U of A that is a disk,
and take the cover π1:X 1 Ñ S r A corresponding to the fundamental
group of the annulus U r A. Then there is a natural lift of U r A
to X 1; we let X be the quotient of the disjoint union of U and X 1 by
identifying points in UrA with their image by this lift. It is clear that
X is a Riemann surface, and it is a disk because it is the identification

9or clever definition of i, f , and K on the disjoint union
Ť

nPN Un
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of a disk with an annulus along a sub-annulus that is a deformation
retract. We let πpxq “ π1pxq for x P X 1, and πpxq “ x for x P U . As a

general rule of notation, we will let Â “ π´1pAq.
Now suppose that S 1 and S are Riemann surfaces, A1 Ă S 1 and A Ă S

are FJ-sets, and g: pS 1, A1q Ñ pS,Aq is holomorphic map such that A1 is
a component of A; we let A2 “ g´1pAqrA1, and S2 “ S 1rA2. We let
π1:X 1 Ñ S r A2 be localizations of S2 at A1, and π:X Ñ S and S be
the localization of S at A. Then we leave it to the reader to verify that
there is a unique map (“lift”) ĝ:X 1 Ñ X such that g˝π “ π˝ĝ. We will

always have ĝ´1pÂq “ Â1. If g is an immersion, then ĝ is an immersion.
The conditions on g, A1, A imply that g:A1 Ñ A is a branched cover
of finite degree dA1 , in the sense that almost every point of A has dA1
preimages in A1, and there are simply connected neighborhoods U 1 Ą A1

and U Ą A such that g:U 1 Ñ U is a degree dA1 branched cover. We
then observe that if g:S 1 Ñ S is a branched cover10 branched only over
A, then ĝ:X 1 Ñ X is a branched cover branched only over A, and
hence has degree dA1 . This is indeed the main idea of localization, in
that we can localize a map of much higher degree to get a map of a
lower degree, equal to a local degree.

8.3.2. Dynamical Localization. Now let us suppose that

‚ pi, fq: pU1, K 1q Ñ pU, Kq is a ψ-polynomial-like map of degree
d,

‚ A Ă K is an FJ-set (and let A1 “ i´1pAq),
‚ B Ă K 1 is connected and disjoint from A (and let B1 “ i´1pBq),
‚ A1 is a component of f´1pAq,
‚ B1 Ă f´1pBq, and
‚ all the branch values of f lie in AYB.

We observe that ipU1rf´1pB1qq Ă UrB, and f : U1rf´1pB1q Ñ UrB
is a branched cover branched only over A. We let π:X Ñ UrB be the
localization of UrB with respect to A, and π1:X 1 Ñ U1r f´1pB1q be
the localization of U1 r f´1pB1q with respect to A1. Then, as observed

above, we can lift i and f to p̂i, f̂q:X 1 Ñ X, and î is an immersion and

f̂ is a branched cover, with degree equal to the local degree dA1 of f at
A1. So we have shown that p̂i, f̂q: pX 1, A1q Ñ pX,Aq is a ψ-polynomial-
like map, of degree dA1 . We call it the dynamical renormalization of f
at A with the removal of B. Moreover, since π:X r Â Ñ U r B r A
is a covering, the poincare length of the core curve in X r Â is equal

10While we will use this only when g is a finite degree branched cover, it also
applies whenever g has path lifting (which of course is non-unique at branch points).
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to the poincare length of the closed geodesic in Ur pAYBq that goes
around A.

8.3.3. Canonical Renormalization. Now suppose that pi, fq: pU1, K 1q Ñ

pU0, Kq is a degree 2 ψ-polynomial-like map (which we will call a ψ-
quadratic-like map). Suppose that f has a quadratic-like restriction
that is primitively renormalizable of period p. Then as before we let
Kp Ă K be the central small Julia set of the renormalization, and K be
the union of small Julia sets. We let K 1

p “ i´1pKpq and so forth. We
let K` “ KrKp. We observe that Kp,K` satisfy all the conditions for
A,B in the previous section, when we replace pi, fq with its iteration

pip, fpq: Up Ñ U0. So we then let p̂i, f̂q: pX 1, K̂ 1
pq Ñ pX, K̂pq be the

dynamical renormalization at Kp with the removal of Kp. We call this
the canonical renormalization of f (or really pi, fq) of period p.

As we did with polynomial-like maps, if pi, fq: pU1, K 1q Ñ pU, Kq is
a ψ-quadratic-like map, then we let γpfq be the core curve of U rK.
Moreover, if f is p-renormalizable, we let γp be the closed geodesic
around Kp in U r Kp. We can now prove the a general version of the
two “crucial properties” that we stated in Section 1.

Theorem 8.6. Suppose that pi, fq: U1 Ñ U is a ψ-quadratic-like map
that is primitively renormalizable with periods p and also pq (with p, q ą
1). Let pj, gq: V1 Ñ V be the canonical renormalization of f of period
p. Then

(1) |γpgq| “ |γppfq|, and
(2) |γqpgq| ě |γpqpfq|.

Proof. Statement (1) has already been observed in the definition of
dynamical localization.

To prove (2), we consider the map π: V Ñ U that maps Kg to Kpp0q
and V rKg to U rKp. We claim that πpV rKqpgqq Ď U rKpq; this
follows because πpVrKgq Ď UrKp Ď UrKpq and πpKg rKqpgqq “
Kpp0qrKpq. Statement (2) then follows from the Schwarz Lemma. �

9. A priori and beau bounds for bounded-primitive
renormalization

Let us first prove the generalization of Theorem 3.1 for ψ-quadratic-
like maps:

Theorem 9.1. Let pi, fq: U1 Ñ U be a primitively renormalizable ψ-
quadratic-like-map with period p, and let K be its cycle of little Julia
sets. Then there exists M “Mppq such that: If }W v`h

can pUrKq}1 ąM
then

}W v
canpU rKq}1 ě C´1

}W h
canpU rKq}1,
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with an absolute constant C ą 0.

Proof. We let U0 “ U, U1 “ U1, f0 “ f , and i0 “ i. As de-
scribed in Section 8, we can form disks Un and ψ-quadratic-like maps
pi, fq: Un`1 Ñ Un, such that all these ψ-quadratic-like maps restrict
to the same quadratic-like germ. In particular, we the filled-Julia set
Kn Ă Un and also the cycle Kn Ă Kn of small Julia sets; by a slight
abuse of notation, we will just denote these by K and K. We then have
(with the slight abuse of notation described at the end of Section 8.1),

(1) a covering f : Un`1 r f´1KÑ Un rK,
(2) an inclusion Un`1 r f´1K ãÑ Un`1 rK, and
(3) an immersion i: Un`1 rKÑ Un rK.

The one significant change from the quadratic-like to the ψ-quadratic-
like setting is the third map, which was previously an embedding, and
is now an immersion.

Now we need only go through Sections 5, 6, and 7 and see what
needs to be changed. The main observation for Sections 5 and 6 is
that the results of these sections depend only on properties (i) and
(ii) that are stated in Propostion 5.2; they use no other facts about
the geometry of f . We therefore need only verify these two properties
in our ψ-quadratic-like setting. Property (ii) follows just as before,
because we use only the covering f : Un`1 r f´1K Ñ Un r K and the
inclusion Un`1 r f´1K ãÑ Un`1 r K. For Property (i) we need only
observe that the immersion i: Un`1 r K Ñ Un r K is still proper on
the ends corresponding to K, and Lemma 2.5 applies to immersions as
well as embeddings.

Finally, we consider the results of Section 7. For Lemma 7.1, we can
replace the inclusion UnrK Ă UrK with the immersion in: UnrKÑ
U r K; this is still homotopic to a homeomorphism, so we can apply
Theorem 2.17 as before. In a similar vein, examining the proof of
Theorem 3.1 in Section 7.3, we find that we need only replace fn:Un Ñ

U with fn: Un Ñ U, where now this fn is the iteration described at
the end of Section 8.1. �

We can also state and prove the version of Theorem 1.2 for a primi-
tively p-renormalizable ψ-quadratic-like map f ” pf, iq: U1 Ñ U, with
K, K defined as before, and geodesics γ around K and γp around the
central small Julia set in U rK:

Theorem 9.2. There exists ε ą 0, such that for all p there exists
M : Suppose that is a ψ-quadratic-like map that is primitively p-
renormalizable. Then, with the notation as described just above,

(9.3) |γp| ąM ùñ |γ| ě εp |γp|.
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 9.1 in exactly the same way that
Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 3.1. �

We can now prove our “if it’s bad now, it was worse earlier” state-
ment for geodesics around the central small Julia sets. We return to
our original setting, where f is a quadratic polynomial that is primi-
tively renormalizable of periods p1 � p2 � . . ., with 1 ă pk`1{pk ď B.
We let γk be the geodesic around Kpkp0q in CrKpk .

Theorem 9.4. There exists l such that for all B there exists M : Sup-
pose that f is infinitely B-bounded primitively renormalizable (with no-
tation as above). Then, for all n,

(9.5) |γn`l| ąM ùñ |γn| ą 2|γn`l|.

Proof. Choose l such that 2lε ą 2, where ε is the ε from Theorem 9.2.
Let P “ Bl, and choose M such that M is sufficiently large in Theorem
9.2, for all p ď P . We claim that (9.5) holds for these choices (and all
n). To see this, suppose that |γn`l| ą M , and let g ” pi, gq: U1 Ñ U
be the canonical renormalization of f of period pn. Let q “ pn`l{pn;
then g is q-renormalizable, and by Theorem 8.6, we have

(9.6) |γn| “ |γpgq| and |γqpgq| ě |γn`l| ąM.

So we can apply Theorem 9.2 to obtain

|γpgq| ě εq|γqpgq| ě ε2l|γqpgq| ě 2|γqpgq|,

which combined with (9.6) yields (9.5). �

We can also observe

Lemma 9.7. For all P there is an M ” MpP q such that if f is a
primitively renormalizable quadratic polynomial of period p ď P , then
|γp| ďM .

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.2, taking the maxi-
mum over all p ď P , and noting that |γpfq| “ 0 for a polynomial. �

Lemma 9.7 can also be proven by a standard compactness argument.
The following is probably known, but we include it for completeness:

Theorem 9.8. Suppose f is primitively p-renomalizable quadratic poly-
nomial, and |γp| ď M . Then f has a (Douady-Hubbard) renormaliza-
tion of period p and modulus at least m ą 0, for m ” mpMq.

Proof. Let Vp Ă C be the (open) disk bounded by γp; and let V 1p be
Vp pulled back along Kp, so V 1p is the unique component of f´pVp that
contains Kp. Then fp:V 1p Ñ Vp is a degree 2 cover; we claim that

V 1p Ă Vp, and that modpVp, V
1
pq ą mpMq; this would then complete the
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proof of the Theorem. We let Ap “ VprKp and A1p “ V 1prKp; we need
only show the outer boundary BoutA

1
p of A1p lies in Ap, with a definite

modulus between BoutA
1
p and BoutAp.

Now let pi, gq:U 1p Ñ Up be the canonical renormalization of f of
period p. Then we will also denote by γp and Ap their lifts to Up
and likewise for γ1p and Ap in U 1p; then g:A1p Ñ Ap and g: γ1p Ñ γp are
degree 2 coverings. We can give Hp ” UprKp the poincare metric from
doubling along its inner ideal boundary, and likewise H 1

p ” U 1prK 1
p. We

then observe that i:H 1
p Ñ Hp is a contraction by the Schwarz lemma; it

is strictly contracting at each point, because it is not a homeomorphism.
The inner boundaries of A1p and Ap are the same of those of H 1

p and Hp,
and the outer boundaries for A1p and Ap (in H 1

p and Hp) are the same
constant distance from the inner boundaries (because γp and γ1p are core
curves for Hp and H 1

p). A simple compactness argument shows that i is
uniformly contracting on A1p, depending only on modpApq “ π{p2|γp|q.

It follows that ipA1pq Ă Ap, and modpAp, ipA
1
pqq ě m ” mpMq ą 0. We

then have the desired inclusion and bound on modulus for our original
A1p and Ap. �

We can now conclude the a priori bounds for bounded-primitive
type. We return to the same setting as in Theorem 9.4.

Theorem 9.9. For all B there exists M,m ą 0: Suppose f is infinitely
B-bounded primitively renormalizable, with periods p1 � p2 . . .. Then,
for all n,

(1) |γn| ďM , and
(2) There is a renormalization of f of period pn with modulus at

least m.

Proof. Let us first prove Statement (1). We take l as in Theorem 9.4,
and given B, we take M to be the greater value of MpBq in Theorem
9.4 and MpBlq in Lemma 9.7. Now suppose there were an n with
|γpn | ąM ; we take the least such value of n. If n ď l then pn ď Bl, and
we contradict Lemma 9.7. If n ą l, then |γpn´l

| ě 2|γpn | by Theorem
9.4, so n was not minimal. This concludes the proof of (1). Statement
(2) then follows from (1) and Theorem 9.8. �

10. Appendix A: Extremal length and width

There is a worth of sources containing background material on ex-
tremal length, see, e.g., the book of Ahlfors [A1]. We will briefly sum-
marize the necessary minimum (see also the Appendix of [KL1]).
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10.1. Definitions. Let G be a family of curves on a Riemann surface
U . Given a (measurable) conformal metric µ “ µpzq|dz| on U , let

µpGq “ inf
γPG

µpγq.

where µpγq stands for the µ-length of γ. The length of G with respect
to µ is defined as

LµpGq “
µpGq2

areaµpUq
,

where areaµ is an area form of µ. Taking the supremum over all con-
formal metrics µ, we obtain the extremal length LpGq of the family
G.

The extremal width is the inverse of the extremal length:

WpGq “ L´1
pGq.

It can be also defined as follows. Consider all conformal metrics µ such
that µpγq ě 1 for any γ P G. Then WpGq is the infimum of the areas
areaµpUq of all such metrics.

10.2. Electric circuits laws. We say that a family G of curves over-
flows a family G 1 if any curve of G contains some curve of G. Let us
say that G disjointly overflows two families, G1 and G2, if any curve of
γ P G contains the disjoint union γ1 \ γ2 of two curves γi P Hi.

The following crucial properties of the extremal length and width
show that the former behaves like the resistance in electric circuits,
while the latter behaves like conductance.

Series Law. Let G be a family of curves that disjointly overflows two
other families, G1 and G2. Then

LpGq ě LpG1q ` LpG2q,

or equivalently,

WpGq ďWpG1q
à

WpG2q.

Parallel Law. For any two families G1 and G2 of curves we have:

WpG1 Y G2q ďWpG1q `WpG2q.

If G1 and G2 are contained in two disjoint open sets, then

WpG1 Y G2q “WpG1q `WpG2q
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10.3. Transformation rules. Both extremal length and extremal width
are conformal invariants. More generally, we have:

Lemma 10.1. Let f :U Ñ V be a holomorphic map between two Rie-
mann surfaces, and let G be a family of curves on U . Then

LpfpGqq ě LpGq.
See Lemma 4.1 of [KL1] for a proof.

Corollary 10.2. Under the circumstances of the previous lemma, let
H be a family of curves in V satisfying the following lifting property:
any curve γ P H contains an arc that lifts to some curve in G. Then
LpHq ě LpGq.
Proof. The lifting property means that the family H overflows the fam-
ily fpGq. Hence LpHq ě LpfpGqq, and the conclusion follows. �

Corollary 10.3. Let Q and Q1 be two quadrilaterals, and let e:Q Ñ

Q1 be a holomorphic map that maps the horizontal sides of Q to the
horizontal sides of Q1. Then WpQq ďWpQ1q.
Proof. Let G (resp. G 1) be the family of horizontal curves in Q (resp.,
in Q1). Since the horizontal sides of Q are mapped to the horizontal
sides of Q1, these families satisfy the lifting property of the previous
Corollary. Hence LpGq ď LpG 1q, and we are done. �

Lemma 10.4. Let f :U Ñ V be a branched covering between two com-
pact Riemann surfaces with boundary. Let A be an archipelago in U ,
B “ fpAq, and assume that f :AÑ B is a branched covering of degree
d. Then

modpV,Bq ě d modpU,Aq.

See Lemma 4.3 of [KL1] for a proof.
Given two compact subsets A and B in a Riemann surface S, let

WSpA,Bq stand for the extremal width between them, i.e., the extremal
width of the family of curves connecting A to B.

Lemma 10.5. Let S and S 1 be two compact Riemann surfaces with
boundary. and let f :S Ñ S 1 be a branched covering of degree D. Let
S 1 “ A1 \ B1, where A1 and B1 are closed, and let A “ f´1pA1q, B “

f´1pB1q. Then
WSpA,Bq “ DWpA1, B1q.

See [A1] for a proof. It makes use of the fact that the extremal
width WpA,Bq is achieved on the harmonic foliation F “ FSpA,Bq
connecting A and B, i.e., the gradient foliation of the harmonic function
ω vanishing on 0 and equal to 1 on B. Hence WSpA,Bq is equal to the
l1-norm of the associated WAD WF .
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10.4. Non-Intersection Principle. The following important princi-
ple says that two wide quadrilaterals cannot go non-trivially one across
the other:

Lemma 10.6. Let us consider two quadrilaterals, Q1 and Q2, endowed
with the vertical foliations F1 and F2. If WpQiq ě 1 then
‚ either there exists a pair of disjoint leaves γi of the foliations Fi;
‚ or WpQ1q “ WpQ2q “ 1, and the rectangles perfectly match in the
sense that the vertical sides of one of them coincide with the horizontal
sides of the other.

Proof. Assume that the first option is violated, so that, every leaf of F1

crosses every leaf of F2. Let us uniformize our rectangles by standard
rectangles, φi: Qpaiq Ñ Qi, where ai ě 1. Let λi be the Euclidean
metrics on the Qpaiq, and let µi “ pφiq˚pλiq. Since every vertical
leave γ of Q2 crosses every vertical leaf of Q1, µ1pγq ě a1. Hence
a2 “ WpQ2q ď 1{a1, which implies that a1 “ a2 “ 1. Thus, both
Qpaiq ” Q are the squares.

Moreover, µ1 must be the extremal metric for F2. Since the extremal
metric is unique (up to scaling), we conclude that µ1 “ µ2. Hence
φ´1

2 ˝ φ1: Q Ñ Q is the isometry of the square, and the conclusion
follows. �

11. Appendix B: Elements of electric engineering

11.1. Potentials, currents and conductances. Electric circuit C is

‚ A connected graph Γ with two marked vertices (battery). We
let E “ EpΓq be the set of edges of Γ, V “ VpΓq be the set of
its vertices, and B “ ta, bu Ă V be the battery.

‚ A conductance vector W “
ř

ePE W peq e, where W peq ą 0 for
all e P E .

The edges of Γ are interpreted as resistors of the circuit with conduc-
tances W peq. The inverse numbers Rpeq “ W peq´1 as their resistances.

We write x „ y for two neighboring vertices of Γ. The vertices of
V r B will also be called internal. If we forget the battery B, we call
the circuit “unplugged”.

A potential distribution on C is a function U :V Ñ R.
Let E˚ stand for the set of all possible oriented edges E . An oriented

edge e˚ can be written as rx, ys where x, y are its endpoints ordered
according to the orientation of e. We also write ´e˚ for the edge e˚

with the opposite orientation.
A current on C is an odd function I: E˚ Ñ R, i.e., Ip´e˚q “ ´Ipe˚q.
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A potential U induces potential differences

dU rx, ys “ Upyq ´ Upxq

on the oriented edges of Γ (negative coboundary of U). It forces current

Ipe˚q “ ´W peq dUe˚, e˚ P E˚,
to run through the resistors. The energy Epeq of this current is equal
to Ipeq dUpeq “ W peq pdUpeqq2 (note that it is independent of the ori-
entation of e), so that, the total energy of this potential distribution is
equal to

E “ EpUq “
ÿ

ePE
W peq pdUpeqq2.

The quantity U “ Upaq ´ Upbq is called the battery potential.

11.2. Equilibrium. Let us define the boundary of the current I as the
following function on the vertices:

BIpxq “
ÿ

y„x

Irx, ys.

We say that the potential distribution is in equilibrium, Ueq, if the
current is conserved, i.e., BI ” 0 on VrB. (In other words, a conserved
current is a relative 1-cycle on pΓ,Bq). It is equivalent to saying that
the potential U is “W -harmonic” on Γ r B.

We say that a potential distribution U is normalized if Upaq “ 1,
Upbq “ 0.

Lemma 11.1. There exists a unique normalized equilibrium potential
distribution on C. This distribution is energy minimizing.

Proof. The restriction of the energy function E to the affine subspace

A “ tU P R|E| : Upaq “ 1, Upbq “ 0u

is a positive quadratic function. One can easily check that EpUq Ñ `8

as U Ñ 8, U P A, so that, U has a global minimum Ueq on A. More-
over, E is strictly convex, an hence can have at most one critical point.
Hence Ueq is the only critical point of U on A. Finally the critical-
ity condition gives exactly the conservation law for the corresponding
current. �

Remark 1. Since the energy function EpUq depends only on the
potential differences, it is invariant under translations U ÞÑ U ` t1,
t P R, where 1 ” 1. Thus, we can always normalize U so that Upbq “ 0.
Since EpUq is homogeneous of order 2 in U , normalization U “ λ
would replace the equilibrium distribution Ueq by Uλ

eq “ λUeq. Then

the equilibrium current would scale proportionally: Iλeq “ λIeq.
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Remark 2. The above lemma is just a solution of the Dirichlet bound-
ary problem by minimizing the Dirichlet integral.

Lemma 11.2. For the equilibrium current Ieq, we have BIeqpaq “
´BIeqpbq.

Proof. We have:

0 “
ÿ

e˚PE˚
Ieqpe

˚
q “

ÿ

xPV
BIeqpxq “ BIeqpaq ` BIeqpbq,

where the first equality is valid since I is odd, the second is a rearrange-
ment of terms, and the last one comes from the conservation law. �

The total equilibrium current of the circuit C with battery potential
U “ λ is defined as I “ Iλeqpaq “ ´I

λ
eqpbq. It depends linearly on the

battery potential, so we can define the total conductance of C as

W “ WpCq “ I

U
.

The total Resistance of the circuit is the inverse quantity: R “ 1{W.
Let E “ EpUλ

eqq stand for the equilibrium energy of the circuit.

Lemma 11.3. At the normalized equilibrium, we have: E “ W.

Proof. Let A0 “ tU P R|E| : Upbq “ 0u “ R|E|´1. Then the equilibrium
state is the critical point of the quadratic form EpUq “ pQU,Uq on
A0 subject of the restriction Upaq “ 1 (here Q is the matrix of E|A0).
By the Lagrange multipliers method, this stationary point satisfies the
equation

BE

BU
” 2QU “ λV,

where V is a basic vector in R|E|´1 with V paq “ 1, V pxq “ 0 for
x P V r B. From here we conclude:

(i) 2EpUq “ 2pQU,Uq “ λpV, Uq “ λUpaq “ λ;

(ii)
BE

BUpaq
“ λV paq “ λ.

But

BE

BUpaq
“

B

BUpaq

ÿ

x„a

W ra, xspUpaq ´ Upxqq2 “ 2
ÿ

x„a

Ira, xs “ 2W,

and we are done. �

Remark. So, in the normalized situation (when U “ 1q, we have

(11.4) E “ I “ W.
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Since I is proportional to U, E quadratically depends on U, and W is
independent of U, we obtain by scaling the following physically obvious
formulas:

E “ U ¨ I, W “
I

U
.

11.3. Series and Parallel Laws. Given two circuits C1 and C2, we can
put them in series, that is, to match the terminal battery pole of C1 to
the initial battery pole of C2, and to declare the “free” battery poles a
new battery of this “connected sum”. More formally, let Bi “ tai, biu
be the battery of Ci “ pΓi,Wiq. Then we let C “ C1\a2“b1 C2 with the
battery ta1, b2u and the conductance vector: W “ W1 `W2. (direct
sum).

Lemma 11.5 (Series law). If C is a series of two circuits C1 and C2

with conductances W, W1 and W2 respectively, then

W “ W1 ‘W2.

Proof. Let us consider the equilibrium state pU, Iq of the circuit C.
Then the conservation law is valid for both sub-circuits C1 and C2, so
that they are both in the equilibrium state, with the battery potentials
U1 “ 1 ´ Upcq and U2 “ Upcq, where c “ b1 “ a2. Let Ii be the
corresponding equilibrium currents through the Ci. By the current
conservation at vertex c, I1 “ I2. In fact, I1 “ BIpa1q “ I and I2 “

´BIpb2q “ I. Hence

1

W1

“
U1

I
,

1

W2

“
U2

I
.

Summing these up, we obtain the desired. �

Given two circuits as above, we can also put them in parallel, that
is, to identify the two pairs of poles as follows: a1 „ a2, b1 „ b2.

Lemma 11.6 (Parallel Law). If C is a parallel of two circuits C1 and
C2 as above, then

W “ W1 `W2.

11.4. Quotients. Let us have a finite family of electric circuits Ci
based on graphs Γi with batteries Bi “ tai, biu and conductance vectors
Wi. Let us identify certain vertices of the disjoint union \Γi so that
the batteries of different Ci’s get identified (ai “ aj, bi “ bj) and no
internal vertices get identified with a battery vertex. If in the quotient
graph there are several edges eij P Ei ” EpΓiq connecting the same pair
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of vertices, let us identify those edges, too. We obtain a graph Γ. For
the edge e of E ” EpΓq obtained this way, let

W peq “
ÿ

eij„e

W peijq.

In this way we obtain a new electric circuit C “ pΓ,B,Wq called a
quotient of \ Ci.

Let W “WpCq, Wi “WpCiq.

Lemma 11.7. If C is a quotient of \ Ci then W ě
ř

Wi.

Proof. Let U be the normalized equilibrium potential for C.
By Lemma 11.3, its energy EpUq is equal to W.

The potential U lifts to normalized potentials Ui for the circuits Ci’s.
By the same lemma, Wi ď EpUiq. On the other hand,
ÿ

i

EpUiq “
ÿ

i

ÿ

eijPEi

W peijqdUipeijq
2
“

ÿ

ePE
dUpeq2

ÿ

eij„e

W peijq “ EpUq.

Putting these pieces together, we obtain the desired inequality. �

Remark 11.1. The above inequality has a clear physical meaning: tak-
ing a quotient of a circuit gives more choices for the current to flow,
which increases total conductance.

The following arithmetic inequality can be proven by interpreting it
in terms of electric circuits:

Lemma 11.8. Let us consider finite sets of positive numbers wi and
vij, 1 ď i, j ď n, such that wi ď ‘jvij. Let w “

ř

wi and vj “
ř

i vij.
Then w ď ‘vj.

Proof. Let us consider resistors Vij with conductances vij. Let Ci be an
electric circuit obtained by plugging the resistors Vij in series. Then

WpCiq “
à

j

vij ě wi.

Let us also consider the quotient C of \Ci obtained by identifying
the endpoints of the resistors Vij with the same j. In other words,
we plug the Vij’s with the same j in parallel obtaining circuits Vj, and
then plug the Vi’s in series. Then

WpCq “
à

WpVjq “ ‘vj.

By the previous lemma,
ř

WpCiq ď WpCq, which boils down to the
desired estimate. �
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Remark 11.2. So, the signs of ordinary and harmonic sums can be
interchanged following the rule:

ÿ

i

à

j

vij ď
à

j

ÿ

i

vij.

11.5. Local conductances. Given a vertex x P VpΓq, we let

W |x “
ÿ

y„x

W rx, ys,

and call it the local conductance at x.

Lemma 11.9. We have: W ď minpW |a,W |bq.

Proof. By the Maximum Principle for harmonic functions, 0 ď Ueqpxq ď
1 for any x P Γ. Hence |Ieqpe

˚q| ď W peq for any e˚ P E˚. Together with
(11.4), this implies:

W “ I “
ÿ

x„a

Ieqrx, as ď W |a,

and similarly for W |b. �

11.6. Domination. Let us consider two unplugged electric circuits
C “ pΓ,W q and C 1 “ pΓ1,W 1q such that:

‚ Γ1 is obtained from Γ by replacing edges e P EpΓq with some graphs
Γ1peq;

‚ Letting C 1peq be the restriction of C 1 to Γ1peq with battery Be, we
have: WpC 1peqq ě W peq for any e P EpΓq.

Under these circumstances we say that C 1 dominates C, C 1( C.

Lemma 11.10. If C 1( C then W 1|x ě W |x for any x P VpΓq.

Proof. Indeed, by Lemma 11.9, we have:

W 1
|x “

ÿ

Be1Qx

W 1
pe1q ě

ÿ

BeQx

WpC 1peqq ě
ÿ

BeQx

W peq “ W |x,

where the summation is taken over e P EpΓq, e1 P EpΓ1q. �

11.7. Trees of complete graphs. In this section we will consider
a special class of electric circuits based on trees of complete graphs
(TCG). A TCG is an object that can be constructed inductively by
the following rules:

‚ Any complete graph is a TCG;

‚ If Γ, Γ1 are TCG’s, v P VpΓq, v1 P VpΓ1q, then Γ \
v“v1

Γ1 is a tree of

complete graphs as well.
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A TCG is called an interval of complete graphs if any complete graph
involved has a common vertex with at most two other complete graphs,
and now three complete graphs have a common vertex.

Given three vertices x, y, z in a graph Γ, we say that a vertex y
separates x from z if x and z belong to different components of Γrtyu.

We say that a sequence of vertices px0, x1, . . . , xdq form a chain in Γ
if xi separates xi´1 from xi`1 for each i “ 1, . . . , d ´ 1. Let SSpx, yq
stand for the set of vertices separating x from y.

The reader can entertain himself by verifying the following fact:

Lemma 11.11. Let Γ be a TCG. Then for any two vertices x, y P
VpΓq, the set SSpx, yqY tx, yu can be uniquely ordered to form a chain
px “ x0, x1, . . . , xd “ yq. Moreover, for any i “ 0, . . . , d´1, the vertices
xi and xi`1 belong to the same complete graph Γkpiq, and these graphs
form an interval of complete graphs.

We call it “the chain connecting x to y”, and we let dΓpx, yq “ d.

Lemma 11.12. Let us consider an electric circuit C based on a tree of
complete graphs, and let pa “ x0, x1, . . . , xd “ bq be the chain connect-
ing the poles of the battery. Then

W ď

d
à

i“1

W |xi ď
1

dΓpa, bq
max
xPΓ

W |x.

Proof. The second inequality is trivial, so we only need to prove the
first one.

LetGi be the component of Γrtxi, xi`1u containing the edge pxi, xi`1q.
Let Ci be the restriction of the electric circuit C to GiY txi, xi`1u with
battery txi, xi`1u. By the Series Law and Lemma 11.9,

W ď

d
à

i“1

WpCiq ď
d

à

i“1

W |xi.

�

12. Appendix C: Estimates in hyperbolic geometry

In this appendix we will describe how to measure the geometry of
a surface using transverse geodesic arcs. We will then show how to
compute the lengths of peripheral closed geodesics of the surface using
these measurements.

Suppose T is a compact hyperbolic surface with geodesic boundary.
The following lemma appears as the Corollary to section 3.3 of [Ab]:

Lemma 12.1. There is an ε0 ą 0 such that any two distinct closed
geodesics on T of length at most ε0 are simple and disjoint.
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Let S be a compact hyperbolic surface with geodesic boundary. Then
a transverse geodesic arc for S is a proper path of minimal length in its
proper homotopy class. If α is a path on S, it is a transverse geodesic
arc if and only if it is a geodesic arc that meets BS orthogonally, or,
equivalently, the double of αYα in SY S is a closed geodesic.

Let S be a compact Riemann surface with boundary, and endow IntS
with its Poincaré metric. The peripheral geodesics on IntS bound
a compact surface S with geodesic boundary, called the convex core
of S. There is a homeomorphism h: S Ñ S that is isotopic through
embeddings to the inclusion S Ă S. We can then form a weighted arc
diagram MS on S as follows: for α P ApSq, we find the transverse
geodesic arc α for S such that hpαq „ α. Then we let MSpαq “
´ logLpαq if Lpαq ă ε0{2, and MSpαq “ 0 otherwise. Then MS is
supported on a set of disjoint arcs, so MS is a weighted arc-diagram
for S. We let MS

“
Ť

tα : Lpαq ă ε0{2u, so MS
Ă S is the union of

the short transverse geodesic arcs of S.
We will call a non-peripheral simple closed geodesic a dividing geo-

desic. The following result appears in [Ab]:

Lemma 12.2. Let T be a compact hyperbolic Riemann surface with
bounded-length geodesic boundary. Then either T is a pair of pants, or
there is a bounded-length dividing geodesic on T .

We say that a hyperbolic surface T is symmetric if it admits an iso-
metric orientation-reversing involution, which we will denote by com-
plex conjugation: “z ÞÑ z”. Then we let ET “ tz P T : z “ zu, and
ET will be a union of (simple) closed geodesics and transverse geodesic
arcs. (ET depends implicitly on on the choice of involution. Whenever
we say “symmetric hyperbolic surface” we will mean “symmetric hy-
perbolic surface and choice of involution.”) Note that T rET has two
components, call them AT and AT , which are mapped to each other by
z ÞÑ z. We prove a symmetric version of Lemma 12.2:

Lemma 12.3. Every symmetric compact hyperbolic surface T with
bounded-length geodesic boundary has a bounded-length symmetric pair
of pants decomposition.

Proof. It suffices to find a single bounded-length symmetric dividing
geodesic on the surface, or a symmetric pair of disjoint bounded-length
dividing geodesics, because then we can cut the surface T along that
geodesic or pair of geodesics, and repeat.

By Theorem 12.2, unless T is a pair of pants, there is a dividing
geodesic γ of bounded length on T . If γ X ET “ H, then γ X γ “ H,
and we are done. Likewise, if γ Ă ET , then γ is symmetric, and we
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are done. Otherwise, let η be a component of γ X ClAT . Then η Y η
is a non-trivial non-peripheral simple closed curve so we let τ be the
dividing geodesic homotopic to η. Then Lpτq ď 2Lpηq ă 2Lpγq, so τ is
the desired object. �

We now prove two basic estimates on transverse geodesic arcs on
pairs of pants. We denote by rx, y, z, r, s, ts the right-angled hyperbolic
hexagon with lengths x, y, z, r, s, t in that order. We will omit lengths
that are not specified, so for example ra, , b, , c, s denotes the right-
angled hexagon with alternating side lengths a, b, and c. We first
estimate the length of one side in a hyperbolic right-angled hexagon,
in terms of the lengths of three alternating sides:

Lemma 12.4. Let ra, c1, b, , c, , s be a hyperbolic right-angled hexagon,
and suppose that a, b, c ď r. Then c1 “ ´ log a´ log b`Op1; rq.11

Proof. We use the formula (from [F]):

(12.5) cosh c1 “
cosh c` cosh a cosh b

sinh a sinh b
“ eOp1;rq 1

ab

and recall that cosh´1 x “ log x`Op1; tq whenever x ě t ą 0. �

We let Ppa, b, cq denote the pair of pants with cuff lengths a, b, and
c.

Lemma 12.6. We have the following two estimates:

(1) If P “ Ppa, b, cq is a pair of pants, and γ is the transverse
geodesic arc that connects a and b, then

|γ| “ ´ log a´ log b`Op1q,

for a, b, c ď C0.
(2) If γ is the transverse geodesic arc that connects a and a in

P pa, b, bq, then

|γ| “ ´2 log a`Op1q

for a, b ď C0.

Proof. We prove each of the above:

(1) We cut P along the three pairwise transversals into two right-
angled hexagons. By formula (12.5) these hexagons are equal,
and hence each has type ra{2, γ, b{2, , c{2, s. Apply now Lemma
12.4.

11Notation Op1; rq stands for a quantity bounded in terms of r.
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(2) We let η be the transversal from the length a cuff to one other.
Then we cut along η and γ to obtain the right-angled hexagon
ra{4, γ, a{4, η, b, ηs, and then apply Lemma 12.4.

�

Given a closed geodesic γ and an arc α P A, let 〈γ, α〉 stand for
the intersection number of γ with α, i.e., the minimal number of in-
tersections of γ with the paths representing α. Given a weighted
arc diagram W “

ř

W pαqα, we can define the intersection number
〈γ,W 〉 “

ř

W pαq 〈γ, α〉 by linearity. We can now prove the main
theorem of this appendix:

Theorem 12.6.1. Let S be a compact Riemann surface with bound-
ary, and endow IntS with its Poincaré metric. Suppose that γ is a
peripheral closed geodesic for S. Then

Lpγq “ 2
〈
MS, γ

〉
`Op1;χpSqq.

Proof. We let S be the convex core of S. We find a symmetric bounded-

length pair of pants decomposition for SYS extendingMS
YM̄

S
. Then

we can write γ “
Ť

ti, where the segments ti are interior-disjoint, and
each is a transverse arc of one of the pairs of pants. Then Lptiq “
´ log ai´ log bi`Op1q, where ai and bi are the lengths of the cuffs that
γ connects (possibly the same cuff). Therefore

Lpγq “ 2
ÿ

´ log ai `Op1q

where the ai are the lengths of the cuffs that γ crosses, counted with
multiplicity. But

(12.7) 2
ÿ

´ log ai “ 2
〈
MS, γ

〉
`Op1q.

�
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